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Background: Procurement as a main part in supply chain management is supported

through information technology traditionally. With the usage of Internet and

e-commerce technologies, procurement is experiencing a revolution from a

conventional paper-based process to e-procurement. E-procurement is increasingly

becoming recognized due to its abilities to improve the management of business

operation, which in supply chain allows organizations to take use of Internet source to

procure indirect and direct materials, and handle value-added service such as quality

validation. However, although e-procurement solutions are adopted by many

industries currently, no previous study is about e-procurement adoption in Swedish

food companies.

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to study the adoption of e-procurement from

the perspective of Swedish food wholesalers. Through exploring the e-procurement

adoptions with the aspects of benefits, strategies and barriers in three food wholesale

companies, similarities and differences in these three aspects are analyzed to find the

current situations in e-procurement adoption settings in Swedish food wholesale

companies.

Method: This thesis was conducted by using qualitative semi-structured interviews,

and a deductive approach. Both primary and secondary data are collected. Three
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sampling examples are involved in for a multiple and holistic case study.

Conclusion: Through the study of this thesis, the most important benefits with

e-procurement adoption that Swedish food wholesalers can perceive include planning

control, time savings and cost savings. With e-procurement solutions, accurate data

information can better forecast demands of customers. However, cost savings could

only be achieved obviously after adopting e-procurement more than three years.

Almost all food wholesale companies use both direct and indirect purchases with

e-procurement adoption. Also, independent portal or online trading communities are

not the mainstream for food wholesalers. Swedish food wholesalers play the role in

both buy-side and sell-side, and webshops are owned by all of them. As for

e-procurement approach, wait and see approach with e-procurement adoption are

more attractive for Swedish food wholesalers from a strategic perspective. Aggressive

approach could be used for the food wholesale companies that are in development

stage. After researching, the most serious barriers for Swedish food wholesalers could

be low assurances with problems such as suppliers standards, services or delivery

capabilities, two or more systems with overlapped functions, and unstable

e-procurement systems.
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1 Introduction

This chapter mainly describes an overview of the study area through background,

problem discussion, generation of research questions, purpose and a disposition of

thesis. The background consists of four part to help readers know about the backdrop

of the topic. Through the problem discussion with motivation, three research questions

and purpose are generated and specified. Finally, a disposition of this thesis is

described with a figure.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Shift of business model

In a changeable and competitive global business environment, it is crucial for

organization to provide their customers with cost-effective products for sustainable

values and competitiveness (Parida et al., 2006). Due to this, business organizations

have to improve their efficiency and responsiveness all the time in terms of operations,

resources utilization or products development under tremendous pressure (Parida &

Sophonthummapharn, 2010). With the development and application of Internet, web

technology is not an after thought anymore, instead it is a necessity (Salkute, 2013).

E-commerce technologies were generated from the late of 1990s, which facilitated the

revolution of working practices, threatened the existing business and potentially

created new models of business (Smart, 2010a). At this time, organizations are

constrained to shift their operations from traditional ways to the virtual models rapidly

such as e-business, e-commerce and even e-procurement under supply chain

management etc. (Salkute, 2013).

1.1.2 E-commerce

E-commerce is treated as a new tool that revolutionizes and develops business as we

see it today (Parida et al., 2006). It has been utilized prominently in recent years with

the ways of commercialization and popularization on the Internet, particularly applied

in many transactions among manufacturer, supplier, wholesaler, retailer and consumer.
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Except customer-oriented commerce on the Internet, e-commerce is applied by EDI

(Electronic data interchange) and e-market, which generates the need for efficient

e-commerce in supply chain management (Whiteley, 2000). Although companies such

as Amazon.com and eBay Inc pay more attention to business to customers (B2C), the

bulk of e-commerce still remains in the sector of business to business (B2B) (Parida et

al., 2006).

B2B uses the Internet as communication standard that has gained widely application

in the field of supply chain management (Chong et al., 2002). Following the growth

of using e-commerce in B2B markets, new applications and technology of supply

chain has been significantly adopted by organizations (Smart, 2010a). Through the

universal usage of the web, new technologies are becoming available widely at low

costs instead of earlier systems such as EDI. The tools of e-commerce for purchasing

managers have developed and utilized rapidly (Smart, 2010b).

1.1.3 E-procurement

Procurement as a main part in supply chain management is supported through

information technology traditionally (Puschmann & Alt, 2005). With the usage of

Internet and e-commerce technologies, procurement is experiencing a revolution from

a conventional paper-based process to e-procurement (Salkute, 2013).

With the utilization of manufacturing resource planning (MRP) or enterprise resource

planning (ERP) in the 1980s, electronic data interchange (EDI) with the connections

of suppliers was established. The close partnerships can contact direct material

suppliers with automatic delivery schedules through linking the supplier systems with

the buyer materials management systems. Since the mid-1990s, organizations have

been also redesigning their business partnerships for indirect material procurement.

Direct procurement stresses that all raw materials and components are utilized in the

manufacturing process of a finished product, while indirect procurement associated

with services and products for maintenance, repair and operations (MRO). The

e-procurement systems appeared in the late of 1990’s and were created to recognize
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the MRO supply chains. These systems were more flexible and less expensive

considerably compared with ERP system. A new stage of e-procurement since the end

of 1990s was electronic markets (e-markets) integration in the supply chain

(Puschmann &Alt, 2005).

E-procurement is increasingly becoming recognized due to its abilities to improve the

management of business operation, which in supply chain allows organizations to take

use of Internet source to procure indirect and direct materials, and handle value-added

service such as quality validation (Vaidyanathan & Devaraj, 2008). E-procurement

technology includes e-procurement software, purchasing consortia, B2B market

exchanges and B2B auctions that focuses on leveraging and consolidating spending

power of organization, automating workflows, as well as identifying new

opportunities of sourcing by Internet (Davila et al., 2003).

In e-procurement, software in the buyer company can enable the users to automate

transaction and know this company’s activities such as catalog management, order

placement, payment and reporting etc. Generally, the systems in e-procurement

should be integrating the catalogs of multiple suppliers into an buyer-managed view

of the catalog. This can enable the review of goods, purchase patterns and delivery

knowledge be used for facilitating supplier negotiations (Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2008).

Undoubtedly, e-procurement technology has been trusted to bring significant benefits

for organizations who venture into them. The benefits of using e-procurement include

lowing inventory level and the prices paid for products, shortening the cycle time of

order fulfillment, reducing administrative cost, as well as preparing for technological

collaboration and planning issues with business partners (Davila et al., 2003).

E-procurement connects a vast business network, and enables contracting and

searching much more straightforward and convenient. Organizations utilize

e-procurement in order to reduce the original procurement costs by relatively recent

development such as the reverse auction. On the other hand, using e-procurement can

help companies to increase efficiency, minimum human error, reduce cycle time,
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improve contracts compliance, and come true better supply chain management

(Gunasekaran et al., 2009). These advantages suggests a fast migration for

organizations from traditional procurement model to e-based procurement (Davila et

al., 2003).

1.1.4 Food wholesale

Food industry is a considerably dynamic field that needs to satisfy the constant

changes of customer demands. This requires the food companies’ abilities to

reconfigure resources and adapt strategies quickly. Nowadays, the processes in food

industry have become characterized and industrialized due to mass production.

Moreover, financing, production and marketing have gradually become integrated into

global food supply chains. The food supply chains means the interdependent firms

that closely work together to control the flow of services or goods along the

value-added chain for realizing maximum customer value at the minimum costs. The

global setting along with changeable marketing techniques, modern technologies and

consumption trends has raised concerns simultaneously with respect to the society,

economy and environment (Beske et al., 2014). Meanwhile, food standards are

rapidly spreading, and food trade and production are regulated increasingly via strict

private and public requirements, quality and safety are thus becoming more and more

important in the food industry (Maertens et al., 2012).

The supply chains in food industry are complex, which involve in many participants

including manufacturing companies, distribution/wholesale companies, brokers, food

service companies and retail companies. Customers look forward to the reassurance of

production and sourcing, and the ability of food industry to control over the food

delivery process. What is required is integration of supply chain via improved

communication, coordination and relationship management among manufacturers,

suppliers, wholesalers and retailers etc. (Kumar & Nigmatullin, 2011). Among these

actors in food industry, wholesaler is located in the marketing systems between

upstream for manufacturer with downstream for retailer, and provides an interface
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between demand and supply. All wholesalers play a role in distribution process of

products from production places to the retail places. It can be seen that wholesalers

have several crucial activities such as trading, processing, stocking, transporting etc.,

which help to provide the downstream part of marketing chain with products satisfied

to the customers’ demands (Cadilhon et al., 2003).

However, no study is found in previous literature concerning e-procurement adoption

by food wholesalers. Therefore, this thesis conducts the research that are narrowed in

food wholesalers in e-procurement adoption and exploring its current situations in

Sweden. It is narrowed in the specific country as a result of time and position

restrictions.

1.2 Problem discussion

The growing stress on supply chain management has brought to the forefront for

managers in the value-added aspect of internet technology to gain better information,

improve the bottom-line costs and maximize the effectiveness of procurement.

Procurement is regarded as playing a strategic role in value chain since normally it

represents larger expense items than others in a company’s cost structure (Gamal,

2010). Procurement is a crucial business action, its efficiency improvement and cost

control are considerably significant. In most organizations, the procurement of

services and products is the largest expenditure than other items, which occupies more

than fifty percentages of total enterprises expenditure. Lower procurement costs thus

become a focus in supply chain (Changsen, 2012). E-procurement is viewed as a new

strategy that has been increasingly playing an crucial role in B2B commerce (Salkute,

2013). The adoption of e-procurement system can create much value for companies

by using IT-enabled resources in supply chain management (Hsin et al., 2013).

RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by adopting

e-procurement ?

Currently, e-procurement is developed by the web technology that has been accepted
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by lots of companies for an efficient procurement. Its adoption has become the

indispensable means for establishing competitive advantages and its development

affects the global economy significantly (Changsen, 2012). The systems in traditional

procurement have suffered from such as the inefficient processes, shortage prompt

information, as well as excessive complexity leading to time and money waste.

E-procurement can solve these problems probably by streamlining operation

processes, providing information timely, and improving collaboration and

coordination. It can thus lead to cost savings and reduce the cycle time of

procurement (Gunasekaran et al., 2009).

Therefore, studying e-procurement benefits to explore its potentials is popular for

researchers all the time. There are lots of previous research literature available on

studying benefits in adoption of e-procurement. Eakin (2003) provides a research of

measuring e-procurement benefits. Vaidya et al. (2006) study about critical factors

that influence e-procurement implementation success in public sector. Ash and Burn

(2006) conduct a research to evaluate e-procurement benefits in B2B marketplace

with case study of Quadrem. Trkman and McCormack (2010) provide a research

associated with estimating the benefits of e-procurement adoption. Piotrowicz and

Irani (2010) study B2B e-procurement benefits from the perspective of information

systems. A survey is conducted by Eei et al. (2012) on benefits of e-procurement from

the perspective of Malaysian SMEs. One previous research literature is found to study

e-procurement in food and drink industry of Greek, which is conducted by Tatsis et al.

(2006).

From these literature, however, there is no study related to e-procurement benefits in

Swedish food wholesale company so far, even in Swedish food industry. Therefore,

exploring e-procurement benefits in Swedish food wholesale companies is significant.

Through studying, knowing what reasons forced and attracted Swedish food

wholesale companies to adopt e-procurement from the perspective of organization

operation, and what specific benefits they can obtain from e-procurement adoption are
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better reference for other similar companies that still have not adopted or plan to

adopt e-procurement.

RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food

wholesale companies?

According to (Neef, 2001), e-procurement is related to strategy firstly and technology

secondly. Parida et al. (2006) mention that e-procurement strategies can be considered

in three aspects that are e-procurement practice, e-procurement model and

e-procurement approach. Thus, e-procurement in this research are studied in these

aspects for characterizing its strategies, which are practice, model and approach.

Hawking et al. (2004) state a line is often between indirect and direct materials in

procurement practice. Indirect procurement includes procurement of non-production

products or services such as suppliers, casual labors and advertising etc. Direct

procurement includes procurement of raw materials, parts or assemblies. Sourcing is

used for identifying, evaluating and negotiating products and suppliers for both direct

and indirect supply chain (Ibid). This is drawn by Hawking et al. 2004 through

conducting a research survey.

According to Parida et al. (2006), e-procurement is mixtures of purchasing and sales

business models, which requires differentiation on the basis of functions and

applications. Application in ‘buy-side procurement’ means a company uses electronic

systems to purchase products from their contracted suppliers. On the contrary,

‘sell-side procurement’ refers how a supplier sells their products or services to buying

companies through utilizing electronic systems such as e-commerce technology or

e-procurement system. Also, application in ‘e-marketplace and trading hubs’ is a

marketplace model that mainly brings many different sell and purchasing

organizations together in a trading community (Ibid).

Davila et al. (2003) find a variety of approaches are utilized towards e-procurement.

The normal one is ‘wait and see’, which means companies adopt this approach are
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more likely to focus on developments or selective investment until the best

e-procurement model is identified. Small part of companies adopt ‘observation

without experimentation’ approach that is a passive strategy. It depends on how

quickly organizations can absorb the learning of e-procurement technologies. The

number of companies using ‘aggressive approach’ is moderate. It is for gaining

competitive edge with high investment (Ibid).

Among these three strategies above, not each of sub-strategies can fit into

organizations. For instance, direct e-procurement that could only be implemented in a

small company due to less demand of indirect materials. Some companies could apply

to both sell-side and buy-side e-procurement as its large business scales. Aggressive

approach that could take risks and need to be utilized discreetly. In terms of these

examples, it is obvious that companies need to choose and adopt the suitable practice,

model and approach for e-procurement strategies according to their own situations.

Consequently, what e-procurement practice, model and approach are chosen by food

wholesale companies in Sweden is needed explored due to no previous related study

in database as far.

RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with

e-procurement adoption?

Although e-procurement adoption has increased rapidly in recent years (Puschmann &

Alt, 2005), many problems still exist in the process due to the strict and specific

technical requirements when companies adopt it (Changsen, 2012). The companies

could face different kind of problems or challenges concerning the utilization of

e-procurement. For instance, currently most of firms only apply and use single

e-procurement function, such as only use for requests for quotations or online auction.

In spite of the overwhelming evidences which show the benefits of e-procurement

systems, some systems such as EDI still have to be in the firm’s whole e-procurement

infrastructure (Puschmann & Alt, 2005). Also, some organizations are using

e-procurement strategies with the integrated supply chain effort and thus seeking the
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web technologies to achieve the procurement, however, the development of a real

effective integrated procurement strategy is still a future for many companies. That is

because a few companies have an understanding vision of what firms must achieve

when integrating and re-engineering their procurement processes. Also, no clear

roadmap exists for how the integration can be achieved for these companies (Kalkota

& Robinson, 2001).

In the previous literature, a survey is conducted by Eei et al. (2012) on barriers of

e-procurement from the perspective of Malaysian SMEs. Eadie et al. (2010) provide a

study to identify e-procurement drivers and barriers for UK construction organizations.

Eadie et al., (2007) carry out a study about e-procurement barriers within Northern

Ireland’s construction industry. A variety of studies are with respect to e-procurement

barriers or risks, however, there is no research being conducted on what

e-procurement barriers that Swedish food industry facing are at present from food

wholesaler’s perspective. Both of the two reasons prompt a study to explore

e-procurement barriers of food wholesale companies in Sweden.

All the discussed problems above force the author of this thesis to conduct a research

on benefits, strategies and barriers in e-procurement adoption for food wholesalers in

Sweden in order to make these existing food wholesale companies know the current

status of their e-procurement adoption and also provide better reference to those food

wholesale companies who still have not adopted and plan to adopt e-procurement.

1.3 Research Questions

According to the problem discussion in 1.2, it is clear that three research questions

can be generated for research in this thesis.

RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by adopting

e-procurement ?

RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food

wholesale companies?
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RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with

e-procurement adoption?

1.4 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to study the adoption of e-procurement from the

perspective of Swedish food wholesalers. Through exploring the e-procurement

adoptions with the aspects of benefits, strategies and barriers in three food wholesale

companies, similarities and differences in these three aspects are analyzed to find the

current situations in e-procurement adoption settings in Swedish food wholesale

companies.

1.5 Disposition

The thesis consists of six chapters. Figure 1 shows the disposition of this thesis. In

this section, the background of the research is introduced with four sub-part and

following is the problem discussion for generating the research questions and purpose.

In chapter 2, the qualitative methodology of this research will be discussed. Literature

review in chapter 3 will be the theory support of the whole study analysis. Chapter 4

is the part that will describe the current status of e-procurement implementation by

three food wholesale companies from Sweden. Through the empirical materials from

chapter 4, the status of e-procurement implementation is analyzed in chapter 5. At last

in chapter 6, general conclusion is drawn at the basis of the research findings and also

implications and further research are presented.

Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 2
Methodology

Chapter 3
Theoretical
Framework

Chapter 6
Findings & Conclusions

Chapter 5
Data Analysis

Chapter 4
Empirical Data
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Figure1. Disposition of thesis
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2 Methodology

This chapter mainly focus on the research methodology. Through analysis of research

philosophies, approach, method, the research of this thesis is clearly designed step by

step. Also, research quality is assessed through efficient ways. At last, data collection

method, sampling selection and data analysis are described to support the overall

methodology for this thesis.

2.1 Research philosophies

Research refers to the exploration of knowledge, which can be further defined as a

systematic and scientific search for relevant information of a specific topic (Kothari,

2014). The term of research philosophy is associated to the knowledge’s nature and its

development, which contains critical assumptions in ontology and epistemology

concerning the way that people view this world. Ontology is related to nature of

reality that raises the assumption questions researchers have about the way the world

works. While epistemology means what should be considered as acceptable

knowledge in a study filed (Saunders et al., 2009).

The important point is not much about whether a research can be formed

philosophically, but it concerns how well the philosophical choices are reflected and

defend them associated to alternatives that could have been chosen by researchers

(Ibid). According to Bryman and Bell (2015), there are two main research

philosophies in epistemological considerations that are positivism and interpretivism.

2.1.1 Positivism philosophy

Bryman and Bell (2015) describes “positivism is an espistemological position that

advocates the application of the methods of the natural sciences to the study of social

reality”. That means if the research reflects positivism philosophy, it will probably

stand the philosophical position of the natural scientist (Saunders et al., 2009). Within

the paradigm of positivistic research, McGregor and Murnane (2010) state that the

unique way to judge the knowledge is true or not depends on if it is produced by
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utilizing the scientific method. Therefore, the research should encompass the

empirical methodology and the source of meaning data is from observation and

experiment (Ibid). Positivism as a philosophy contains the view that phenomena

which can be observed and measured directly are significant from a scientific

perspective. On the contrary, things that can not be detected with a scientific way are

invalid and meaningless. Thus, the factual knowledge is reliable that should be gained

by observation including measurements, and the theoretical concepts are consequently

valid that should be quantified (Ethridge, 2004). Researchers in this philosophy will

work with observable social realities and the final products of the researches can be

law-like generalisations that is similar to those generated by the natural or physical

scientists (Saunders et al., 2009).

2.1.2 Interpretivism philosophy

The term of interpretivism is from writers who have used it for application of the

scientific model to study the social world. They come up with the viewpoint that

social sciences, which are humans and their institutions, varies from the natural

sciences. The study in social world thus needs a different research logic that can

reflect human distinctiveness in contrast to the natural order (Bryman & Bell, 2015).

Interpretivism is ‘an alternative to the positivist orthodoxy’ (Ibid), which advocates

the necessity of understanding differences among people as social actors for

researchers. It stresses the differences of conducting research among persons instead

of objects in life such as computers or cars (Saunders et al., 2009). The important

thing for the interpretivist philosophy is the researchers need to be in an empathetic

standpoint. The difficult of this is to go into and understand the social world of

research subjects from its own perspective. Some arguments mention that the

perspective of interpretivist is considerably appropriate and suitable in business and

management research, especially in the fields such as human resources management,

marketing and organizational behavior (Ibid).

2.1.3 Research philosophy of this thesis
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The research philosophy of this thesis is positivistic as the research of e-procurement

of case companies is conducted at the basis of theory information and models. It

provides knowledge about benefits, strategies and barriers in adoption of

e-procurement in Swedish food wholesaler companies. Through competitive analysis

of the information from theories and interviews, the factual knowledge of the thesis

topic is proved reliably from a scientific perspective.

2.2 Research approach

There are two research approaches that mentioned by Saunders et al. (2009), Bryman

and Bell (2015), and Ghauri and Grønhaug (2005), which are induction and

deduction.

2.2.1 Inductive research approach

Inductive approach stresses the generation of theories from empirical observations.

The process of this research approach is from observation and findings to a theory

building, and the findings should be incorporated into the previous knowledge in

literature to develop theories (Saunders et al., 2009; Bryman & Bell, 2015; Ghauri &

Grønhaug, 2005). Therefore, theory is the research outcome. However, it should note

importantly that the inductive conclusion cannot be sure totally with a 100 per cent

since those conclusions are at the basis of some observations. Although sometimes

hundreds of observations are for the research, the conclusions even could be wrong

(Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005).

2.2.2 Deductive research approach

Deduction refers that a conclusion is drawn by logical reasoning. In this regard, it is

not necessary to need a true conclusion in reality, but it should be logical (Ghauri &

Grønhaug, 2005). This research approach is regarded as a scientific research, which

involves a theory development with rigorous test. It is prominent in natural sciences

that laws are fundamental for developing explanations of certain characteristics for

particular phenomena (Saunders et al., 2009). The researchers of this approach deduce
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hypotheses through the existing knowledge in literature, which are subject to

empirical testing for concluding whether they can be rejected or accepted (Ghauri &

Grønhaug, 2005). According to Bryman and Bell (2015), there are six steps in the

process of deduction that respectively are theory, hypothesis, data collection, findings,

hypothesis confirmed or rejected, as well as revision of theory. Among these steps,

theories are collected as a basis to support findings, which is more likely to be applied

to fill research gaps.

2.2.3 Research approach of this thesis

The research approach of this thesis is deductive. Since the research is to study the

adoption of e-procurement in Swedish food wholesale companies from the

perspectives of benefits, strategies and barriers, the existing theories and knowledge

in literature are a main support in order to achieve this objective. Empirical

information is collected from three case companies, in which the interview questions

are generated through related theoretical knowledge. With information collected from

theories and interviews, it is targeted to fill the research gap of current study in

e-procurement adoption of food wholesalers in Sweden. In addition, theories are used

for building up explanations about the characteristics of phenomena of e-procurement

adoption rather than developing new theories. Moreover, a conclusion is drawn

through logical reasoning of this thesis topic.

2.3 Research method

Research methods mean collecting data through a focused and systematic way for

obtaining information to answer or solve a particular research question or problem

(Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005). There are two main research methods that are

quantitative and qualitative. Although many researchers normally highlight one of

them in their study, the two methods can also be combined in the same study. In the

regards, suitable research methods and techniques depend on the research problems

and purpose (Ibid).
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2.3.1 Quantitative research method

Quantitative research is regarded as a research strategy, which stresses the objective

of social reality. It is described as a translation process from collection and analysis of

data in the research period to a numerical outcome (Bryman & Bell, 2015). For this

method, it concentrates on social process instead of social structures, and researchers

mainly employ measurement for their study through testing rather than understanding

(Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005). According to Creswell (2014), quantitative researchers

usually write either hypotheses or research questions. Variables in both of the two

forms are described.

2.3.2 Qualitative research method

Qualitative research as a strategy that stresses words rather than qualification

collection and data analysis (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Phenomenons of social process

and event are suitable to study with this method since it can provide details and

in-depth understanding of a phenomenon. Qualitative research is therefore a common

method in social and behavioral sciences, and for researchers who would like to know

about human functions and behaviors. It can be applied to study groups, organizations

and individuals (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005). In this method, qualitative data can be

collected through observations, interviews, documents, and audio or visual materials

Creswell (2014). It employs a limited number of interviews or observations and tries

to explain various aspects of problem area. These problems in every aspect can be

analyzed well, even though which is just through several observations. (Ghauri &

Grønhaug, 2005).

2.3.3 Research method of this thesis

The research method of this thesis is qualitative. Organizations as cases are studied.

Empirical data are collected through interviewing the related managers of three

Swedish wholesale companies. Through the collected empirical data, the aspects of

benefits, strategies and barriers in e-procurement adoption for Swedish food
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wholesalers are explained completely. After analysis, details and in-depth

understanding of e-procurement adoption in Swedish food industry from the

perspective of wholesalers are provided clearly in e-procurement study area.

2.4 Research design

Research design can be a general plan of ways to answer the research questions

(Saunders et al., 2009). According to Bryman and Bell (2015), there are five types of

research designs, which are experimental design, longitudinal design, cross-sectional

or social survey design, comparative design and case design. Among these designs,

case study of four Swedish food wholesale companies is applied to the research.

2.4.1 Case study

The approach of case study is used widely in business research as the research design

(Bryman & Bell, 2015). In the Saunders et al. (2009), case study is defined as “a

strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a particular

contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using multiple source of

evidence”. It is useful to answer why, what and how questions. There are four types of

case study strategies in two dimensions, which are single case, multiple case, holistic

case and embedded case.

The first dimension is single and multiple. Single case study is used for representing

the critical or unique case. It is selected because it provides the research opportunities

to analyze phenomenons that have few considered before. The crucial aspect of

utilizing a single case is it defines the actual case (Saunders et al.,2009).

Multiples-case study has become common increasingly in business management

research (Bryman & Bell, 2015), which refers to more than one case in the study

(Saunders et al.,2009). The rationale of using multiple case study is building up the

similarities and differences among cases (Ibid). That in turn means researchers can

contrast and compare the findings of each case. Through a complete analysis,

researchers are encouraged to find what is common and what is unique across cases,
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and moreover theoretical reflections can be promoted frequently on the findings

(Bryman & Bell, 2015). The second dimension is holistic and embedded. Holistic and

embedded case study mean the analysis of unit. For a holistic case, it focuses on one

unit as a whole within a single organization in the study, while the embedded case

concerns more than one logical sub-unit in different work groups or departments of an

organization (Saunders et al.,2009).

2.4.2 Research design of this thesis

Through descriptions of three case study strategies, the types of research design in this

thesis are multiple and holistic case study. Three food wholesale companies are

chosen as cases in the study, which is multiple case dimension. The study unit is

e-procurement adoption within a single organization including aspects of benefits,

strategies and barriers, which is holistic case dimension.

2.5 Research quality

According to Saunders et al. (2009), reliability and validity are two emphases of

research design to assess research quality for reducing study errors.

2.5.1 Reliability

Saunders et al. (2009) mention reliability is the extent of which data collection

techniques or analysis process can generate consistent findings. It can be evaluated

through three questions that are:

- Will the measures yield the same results on other occasions?

- Will similar observations be reached by other observers?

- Is there transparency in how sense was made from the raw data?

There are four reliability treats, which are participant or subject error, participant or

subject bias, observer error and observer bias (Ibid).

2.5.1.1 Reliability of this thesis
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The measures in this thesis can generate same results on other occasions and similar

observations can also be reached by other observers. Since the objective of this thesis

is to study e-procurement adoption with three case companies, all the interview

questions are same for these procurement managers regardless of the different

interview time, places and observers. In the process of interview, conversation is

recorded by taking hand notes and voice recording equipment, transparency thus

makes sense from the raw data.

2.5.2 Validity

The most critical criterion of research is validity (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Saunders et

al. (2009) state validity is related to “whether the findings are really about what they

appear to be about.” According to Ghauri and Grønhaug (2005), four types of validity,

which are descriptive, interpretative, theoretical and generalizable, can be highlighted

in a qualitative research. Descriptive validity means the extent to which the real

descriptions hold true. Interpretative validity means the degree of good interpretation

and the judgment of correctness. Theoretical validity means whether the suggested

theories are adequate for explanation. Generalizable validity refers to what extent the

study findings can also be generalized in other settings.

2.5.2.1 Validity of this thesis

All of the empirical data in this thesis are collected by interviewing the procurement

managers of four companies. These managers master their companies’ e-procurement

adoption with technical and professional way. Also, the collected data is analyzed

with a scientific way by the researcher of this thesis. Therefore, the description holds

true to a large extent and both of the degree of good interpretation and the judgment

of correctness are at high levels. The theoretical framework of this thesis is designed

in accordance with research questions and purpose, which include three sub-part in

benefits, barriers and strategy development of e-procurement adoption. It is adequate

to support explanation. Although the thesis is specified the e-procurement adoption in

Swedish food wholesale companies, the study findings can also illustrate the
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situations of e-procurement adoption in the whole Swedish food wholesaler area.

2.6 Data collection

According to Ghauri and Grønhaug (2005), researchers always need to collect data to

answer their research questions. There are two types of data can be collected, which

are primary and secondary (Kothari, 2014). The primary data then should be collected

to answer relevant research problems and particular studies if the secondary data

cannot be available or answer those research questions. The method of data collection

should be decided as long as the researchers determine to gather information (Ghauri

& Grønhaug, 2005).

2.6.1 Secondary data collection

According to Kothari (2014), secondary data refers to data that can be available

directly from books, newspapers, magazines, technical journals, publications and

reports of industry, banks etc. The researchers need to look into a variety sources if

the they want to use secondary data (Ibid). Since not only secondary data are useful to

solve research problems, but also can it better explain and understand research

problems (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005).

2.6.2 Primary data collection

Primary data can be collected in order to analyze the particular project. It is more

consistent with the research purpose and research questions. For instance, some

business studies always need demographic information of consumers that could

include education, lifestyles, incomes, interests and personality etc. These information

cannot be gathered from a report or other secondary sources. Without asking

questions to people directly, it is difficult to know about some behavior or opinions.

Experiences or information of past events can only be available via asking people

who have involved and can remember the process of event (Ghauri & Grønhaug,

2005).
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Three primary data methods are mentioned mainly by Kothari (2014) that are

observation, interview and questionnaires. Observation is a widely used method for

data collection, particularly in behavior science. It becomes a scientific role for data

collection when supporting a research purpose. In this method, information is

gathered through the observer’s direct observation without answering questions from

respondent (Ibid). For a interview method, the researcher can conduct face-to-face

interviews, telephone interviews, Internet interviews or focus group interviews.

Generally open-ended and unstructured questions are involved in these interviews

Creswell (2014). In structured interviews, interviewer prepares a number of questions

within a list, which can be given to participants with a written form due to no

necessity with a face-to-face manner. Unstructured interviews can be regarded as a

conversation without fixed way as long as the questions are associated with study

topic. Obviously, semi-structured interviews are a combination between structured

and unstructured interviews. Not only strict and precise questions are designed in a

list for interviews, but also can the free questions be asked by the interviewers in the

interview process (Thomas, 2011). Questionnaires is a method to collect data by

sending a list of questions to people and requesting a return of the questionnaire. It

consists of a number of questions related to study, and respondents can read and

answer these questions by themselves (Kothari, 2014).

2.6.3 Data collection of this thesis

In this thesis, both secondary and primary data are utilized. Books, journals, scientific

articles and relevant websites are main sources for secondary data collection. Among

these, most books are borrowed from the university library, and through the Internet,

journals, scientific articles and relevant websites are searched to gather information.

The internal data of case companies are also sent by managers on the Internet for

collection. As for primary data collection, semi-structured interviews are the main

method in this thesis by combing written questions list and asking questions freely

through face to face, telephone, email and social app such as Facebook.
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2.7 Sampling

For a study, it is impracticable for researchers to collect data from an entire population

due to time or budget constrains, selecting samples are thus needed for data collection

(Saunders et al.,2009). According to Ghauri and Grønhaug (2005), sampling is mainly

related to quantitative research, stressing assessment of a variety of parameters and

testing hypothesis, etc. While samples include units of observations and analysis can

be applied to qualitative research (Ibid).

2.7.1 Sampling selection

According to Kothari (2014), selecting a sample is basically crucial that depends on

the data and investigation nature. It can be classified as probability sampling and

non-probability sampling.

2.7.1.1 Probability sampling

Probability sampling is regarded as chance sampling or random sampling, which

means individual units within a whole group could be picked up by some mechanical

ways. There is a blind chance determining whether the one or the other items are

selected (Kothari, 2014). That is possible to achieve objectives by estimating

population characteristics statistically from the sample. Obviously, probability

sampling is primarily with respect to experimental and survey research strategies

(Saunders et al.,2009).

2.7.1.2 Non-probability sampling

Non-probability sampling is known as purposive sampling, judgment sampling and

deliberate sampling (Kothari, 2014), which refers the possibility of each case being

selected within an entire population is unknown. The research questions and

objectives cannot be answered by making statistical inferences with respect to

population characteristics (Saunders et al.,2009). Under the situation of

non-probability sampling, researchers choose the one or more units within a universe
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in order to constitute a sample. These selected units are typical to represent the whole

(Kothari, 2014).

2.7.3 Sampling of this thesis

This thesis utilizes non-probability sampling techniques. Four different sized food

wholesale companies in Sweden are selected as samples in the entire Swedish food

industry. Meanwhile, three interviews are conducted with managers who are

professional in the sector of their companies’ e-procurement process. Table 1 shows

the information of interviewed case companies.

Company Interviewee Position Date Duration Interview

technique

ERT Godies
AB

Fredrik
Stigsson

Purchaser 04/22/2016 35mins
around

Face to face
and email

Migyston
Group
Global AB

Peng
Jinxiang

E-commerce
Manager

05/04/2016 60mins
around

Telephone and
Social app

Växjö
Partiaffär AB

Magnus
Göransson

Managing
sales/purchases

05/11/2016 40mins
around

Face to face
and email

Table 1. Sample of this thesis

2.8 Data analysis

The purpose of data analysis is to gain insight in an area from the gathered

information, or it can be described as a process of ordering, structuring and final

meaning to the massive collected data (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005). As mentioned

early in 2.3, the study adopts qualitative research method, therefore, qualitative data

should be analyzed primarily.

2.8.1 Qualitative data analysis

Creswell (2014) states that the analysis of qualitative data is conducted hand-in-hand.
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There are three main steps analyzing qualitative data. The first step is prepare and

organize data for analysis, which includes transcribing interviews, scanning material

optically, writing notes, cataloging visual materials, as well as arranging different data

types according to the information sources. The second step is read all of the data to

find the reflections of information from participants such as their general ideas, the

credibility of using the information. The last step is to code all of the data after step

one and two. It involves taking the gathered data such as images, segmenting

sentences or pictures into categories, and labeling these categories with terms (Ibid).

According to Saunders et al. (2009), there are two types for analyzing procedures of

deductive approach in qualitative method, which are pattern matching and explanation

building. Pattern matching focuses on predicting outcome pattern on the basis of

theoretical propositions for explaining what are expected to find. In order to use this

approach, a conceptual or analytical framework are needed to be developed as a way

to explain study findings, which can be available through using theories and testing

the adequacy of this framework. While the goal of explanation building is to build

explanations when collecting and analyzing data instead of testing a predicted

explanation. It is mainly to test the theoretical proposition (Ibid).

2.8.2 Cross-case synthesis

As mentioned above in 2.4.2, the types of research design in this study are multiple

and holistic case study. According to Yin (2014), cross-case technique is applicable

and useful in multiple case-study analysis with at least two cases. This technique

regards the cases as separation throughout the research and gathers the findings across

the individual study finally. As a result, it is feasible to create tables for deep and

strong analysis. Furthermore, this technique enables the researcher to have an in-depth

overview of the study based on case-by-case, which is in order to explore whether

these different cases could generate similar results (Ibid).

2.8.3 Data analysis of this thesis
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The research is the type of multiple-case study with three case studies. The collected

data is analyzed through all of the three steps as mentioned above. Cross-case analysis

is implemented for examining three cases combined. With the way of pattern

matching, theories framework are the basis of explaining the research purpose, which

are to find the current situations of e-procurement adoption of food wholesalers in

Sweden.

2.9 Research ethics

Yin (2014) mentions that the way to avoid bias in the research study that can be

assessed under research ethics. In a case study, researchers like other social scientists

are always try to achieve the highest standards towards their research. It means they

need to have strong responsibilities to scholarship, which may include being honest,

avoiding deception, neither falsifying or plagiarizing information as well as respecting

others work. In order to do these well, the researchers are required to maintain a

professional ability, which includes ensuring research accuracy, pursuing credibility

and understanding the demanded methodological qualifiers and limitations (Ibid).

2.9.1 Ethics of this thesis

The conducted research in this thesis is strictly required according to the standard of

research ethics. All of the related information in the process of research is real without

falsification or plagiarism. Three research problems in the aspects of benefits,

strategies and barriers in e-procurement adoption generate a clear research purpose in

this thesis are logical and accurate. There is no total same study so far in this field of

e-procurement adoption in Swedish food industry from wholesaler’s perspective. In

this regard, the study is credible and significant. Some reasons that limit the

methodology such as research philosophies, approaches and data collection etc.,

which are better understood by the researcher of this thesis through looking up related

materials.

2.10 Methodology summary of this thesis
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Through the detail descriptions of related methodology in each part. Methodology

application in this thesis is summarized in table 2.

Methodology issues Methodology application of
this thesis

Research philosophy Positivism

Research approach Deductive

Research method Qualitative

Research design Multiple and holistic case study

Research quality Validity & Reliability

Data collection Primary & Secondary data

Sampling Non-probability

Data analysis Pattern matching procedures
Cross-case study

Research ethics Research ethics

Table 2. Methodology summary of this thesis
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3 Theoretical framework

This chapter is mainly concerning theories of e-procurement adoption according to

the research questions and purpose. It consists of five part that are e-procurement

overview, food wholesalers, benefits in e-procurement adoption, e-procurement

strategies and barriers in e-procurement adoption. Each part is described in detail in

order to guide the collections of empirical data and also provide a complete support

to data analysis.

3.1 E-procurement overview

3.1.1 E-procurement definition

The term of e-procurement means the integration of procurement process that

includes several operations such as negotiations, ordering, receipt and post-purchase

review (Toktaş-Palut et al., 2014; Gunasekaran et al., 2009). It is not a new

discovered process since many organizations have been utilized electronic systems

such as EDI to develop an automated procurement technology (Toktaş-Palut et al.,

2014; Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2008). Through using EDI, transactions among business

partners are facilitated by the integrated databases with standardized format of

purchase orders (Presutti, 2003). E-procurement can thus be defined as a system that

uses web technologies and services to streamline automatically the organization’s

processes from requisitions to payments (Toktaş-Palut et al., 2014). In other words,

e-procurement is a technology solution that prompts buying through the Internet

(Presutti, 2003). Organizations always expect e-procurement to be integrated into

purchase-to-pay (P2P) value chain towards the tendency of computerized supply

chain. It is usually done with software applications, which includes features of

complex auctions and supplier management. The generation of e-procurement now is

on-demand or software-as-a-service (Alor-Hernandez et al., 2011).

3.1.2 E-procurement process
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Purchasing process

Order from supplier

According to Alor-Hernandez et al. (2011), e-procurement links and integrates

internal organizational operation process and systems together with automatic

requisitions, purchase orders and accounting process, as well as Internet-based

protocol. It mainly consists of seven steps in the procurement process that includes

supplier’s requisition request, bidding, supplier’s selection, contract preparation, order

from supplier, shipment delivery and payment to supplier. Purchasing process is

embraced within e-procurement process, which means the actual buying materials and

activities concerning the buying process. There are three key steps within

e-procurement process for purchasing, which are order from supplier, shipment

delivery and payment to supplier (Ibid). Of course, different companies have different

e-procurement process. Figure 2 shows a simple and regular e-procurement process,

and purchasing process is illustrated meanwhile.

Figure 2. E-procurement process (Made by the author according to Alor-Hernandez et

al., 2011)

According to this part, two interview questions are generated, which is shown in

following Table 3.

Buyer

Supplier

Supplier’s
requisition request

Bidding Supplier’s selection

Payment to supplier Shipment delivery Order from supplier Contract preparation

Supplier’s
suppliers

Supplier 1 Supplier 2.........

....
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 When did your company begin to adopt e-procurement solution? At the establishment or in
the midway?

 What is the normal e-procurement process in your company?

Table 3 Generation of interview questions

3.1.3 Activity types in e-procurement

Alor-Hernandez et al. (2011) state seven activity types under e-procurement settings

that are Web-based ERP (Enterprise Resources Planning), e-MRO (Maintenance,

Repair and Operation), e-sourcing, e-tendering, e-reverse auctioning and e-market

sites. Their activities contents and are summarized in Table 4.

Organizations use web-based ERP to create and approve purchasing requisitions,

place purchase order and receive products or service by utilizing software system on

the basis of internet technology. In addition to these that are same as web-based ERP,

a main limited condition in e-MRO is that the ordered products and services are

non-product associated with MRO supplies. E-sourcing is mainly to identify new

suppliers for the specific categories of the purchasing requirements through Internet

technology. E-tendering is related to sending requests of prices and information to

suppliers and receiving their responses through Internet technology. Buying products

or services from many known or unknown supplier through Internet technology is

e-reverse auctioning. E-informing means distributing and collecting purchasing

information both to and from external and internal parties through Internet technology.

E-marketsites is an expanding of web-based ERP to discover value chains. Buying

companies can directly access their satisfied goods and services from suppliers, add

these to shopping carts, create requisitions, search approval, receive purchase orders,

as well as deal with electronic invoices with integrated systems between buyer’s

financial systems and supplier’s supply chains (Alor-Hernandez et al., 2011).
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Activity types under e-procurement Contents

Web-based ERP - Create and approve purchasing requisitions

- Place purchase order and receive products
or service

E-MRO - Same contents as web-based ERP

- Goods and services are non-product
associated with MRO supplies

E-sourcing - Identify new suppliers for the specific
categories of the purchasing requirements

E-tendering - Send requests of prices and information to
suppliers

- Receive supplier’s responses

E-reverse auctioning - Buy products or services from many known
or unknown supplier

E-informing - Distribute and collect purchasing
information both to and from external and
internal parties

E-marketsites - An expanding of web-based ERP to
discover value chains

*Note: All activities in each type of e-procurement are on the basis of web technologies

Table 4. Activities under e-procurement settings (source: Alor-Hernandez et al., 2011)

3.2 Food wholesalers

In food industry, distribution plays a critical role in making products available

sufficiently and promptly at grocery stores. As the upstream suppliers for retails,

wholesalers always strive to provide correct and prompt deliveries to the retailer

stores in term of their expectations and needs, while seeking simultaneously to utilize

the shortest distance and the least asset to minimize the total distribution costs (Hu et

al., 2009). According to Cadilhon et al. (2003), the function of wholesalers can be

divided into trading processes and physical processes. The trading process include
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sourcing and assortment supply selling products, marketing and merchandising, flow

management. While, the physical process consists of transport, sorting, de-bulking

and handling, stocking, processing and delivery (Ibid).

In general terms, the purchasing process of food wholesalers starts with signing

contracts with suppliers related to products volumes. When signing agreements,

wholesalers need to make sure that they can order the food products with fixed prices.

In contrast, fresh goods such as fruits, vegetables and meat can be bought at current

prices. Usually, large volumes are bought by wholesalers in order to obtaining the best

prices. Profits is the goal primarily for wholesale companies, the second is

cooperation within the food supply chain, the third is what are provided from

distributors, and fourth is what are needed by customers. Food purchasing always take

place continuously and seasonally (Bergström et al., 2005).

3.3 Benefits in e-procurement adoption

Hawking et al. (2004) state that the principal benefits of e-procurement are better

using resource, adding value by leveraging, and the elimination of maverick buying

(Ibid). Through an overview of e-procurement above, it is not hard to see that

e-procurement is systematic to increase productivity and decrease expenditures for

organizations (Toktaş-Palut et al., 2014).

According to Salkute (2013), benefits in e-procurement adoption can be divided into

two general categories, which are effectiveness and efficiency. Efficiency in

e-procurement adoption refers to minimum procurement costs, fast cycle times,

reduction of unauthorized buying or maverick, better organized information and

integration of the procurement functions with internal organization systems.

Effectiveness for e-procurement adoption includes good control in supply chain,

proactive management of procurement data, as well as high quality purchasing

decisions in the organizations (Ibid). Therefore, the usage of web technologies in

procurement is efficient and effective to minimize operational functions and
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maximize supplier management and strategies (Puschmann & Alt, 2005). Figure 3

illustrates the effects of e-procurement (Ibid).

Figure 3. Effects of e-procurement (Source: Puschmann & Alt, 2005)

3.3.1 Overview of benefit items in e-procurement adoption

With the usage of e-procurement, companies can obtain some obvious benefits such

as improving business abilities and making operations of supply chain more

observable (Toktaş-Palut et al., 2014). Table 5 lists a variety of items of benefits in

e-procurement adoption that are mentioned by different literature.

Literature Benefit items of e-procurement adoption

Toktaş-Palut et al., 2014 - Better management and control of suppliers

- Cost savings in overall purchasing process

- Decreased bureaucracy and redundancy

- Easier access to market data and enhanced intelligence

- Enhanced decision making

- Enhanced inventory management

Strategic
procurement

Supplier
management

Operational functions

Maximize Minimize Maximize

Strategic procurement Supplier
management

Operational
functions

Reduction of operational functions

Support for important strategic functions
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- Improved communication and collaboration in supply chain

- Improved supply chain transparency

- Increased process quality and efficiency

- Integrated information sharing

- Minimization of process errors

- On-line and real time reporting

- Quicker response to problems through real-time information

- Simplified and streamlined purchasing process

- Time saving in overall purchasing process

Hawking et al., 2004 - Price reduction

- Improved contract compliance

- Shortened cycle times

- Reduced administration costs

- Enhanced inventory management

- Improved visibility of customer demand

- Improved visibility of supply chain

- Reduced operating & inventory costs

- Shortened procurement cycle times

- Negotiated unit cost reduction

- Increased unit cost reduction

- Enhanced decision making

- Improved market intelligence

Tatsis et al., 2006 - Decreasing prices

- Reduction of administrative expenses

- Inventory reduction

- Shorter order cycle times
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- Improved communication and information flow

- Improved planning control

- Improved collaboration with suppliers

Salkute, 2013 - Tangible cost savings

- Better information flow and collaboration between buyers and
suppliers

- Control over maverick spending

Neef, 2001 - Lower transaction costs

- Faster ordering

- Greater choice of suppliers

- Increased efficiency of standardized purchasing processed

- Less maverick buying

- Elimination of the efficient paperwork

- Improvement and streamlining of the workflow for operators
and vendors

- Expanding sales

- Reducing operation costs

- Improving performance

Parida et al., 2006 - Cost savings

- Reduced maverick spending

- Streamlining process

- Process efficiency

- Better information flow and collaboration between buyers and
suppliers

- Better inventory level
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Table 5. Benefit items of e-procurement adoption

3.3.2 Main benefits in e-procurement adoption

According to an overview of benefits items in e-procurement adoption from

Toktaş-Palut et al. (2014), Hawking et al. (2004), Tatsis et al. (2006), Salkute (2013),

Neef (2001) and Parida et al. (2006), six main benefits of e-procurement adoption are

categorized among these items, which include cost saving, better management and

control of suppliers, better communication and information flow, improvement of

inventory level, improvement of planning control, as well as improvement of process

efficiency.

3.3.2.1 Cost savings

Generally, cost savings are the main motivated factor for organizations to adopt

e-procurement. Compared with traditional procurement, transaction costs can be

decreased 65% by utilizing e-procurement. Prices negotiation and reduction are the

reasons of costs fall precipitously in transaction through e-procurement adoption.

Reducing labor costs in the purchasing process and increasing purchase volume can

lead to low price and better negotiation with suppliers. That is because suppliers are

more likely to reduce the price of their products as long as they are sure of transaction

from buyer company (Parida et al., 2006). Cost reduction also has an impact on

controlling over maverick spending. In conventional procurement systems, purchasing

from non-contracted suppliers, named as maverick buying, lessens the bargaining

power of buying companies. E-procurement can increase the bargaining power via

establishing contracts with preferred suppliers. That could probably lead to a

discounted price, which potentially reduce around 20%, as research indicated (Tatsis

et al., 2006). Organizations need to deal with lots of requisitions often. Traditionally,

this process is paper-based that requires considerable costs of manual labor and other

costs such as phone charges, intra-company mail, postage, storage and photocopying

etc. E-procurement can automate the overall requisition-to-payment process, which

increase efficiency and eliminate unnecessary expenses (Ibid). It has been reported
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that companies can save up to 42% with less paperwork by implementing

e-procurement (Parida et al., 2006). Also, the automatic e-procurement system can

reduce the costs from data errors and inaccuracies of manual processes (Tatsis et al.,

2006).

3.3.2.2 Better management and control of suppliers

E-procurement simplifies the purchasing process through bringing different suppliers

together and make them accessible in an e-platform. It is easy for buyers better to

manage and control of the suppliers they need. Since fierce competitions among these

suppliers enable buyers to obtain the best quality and price of products, and streamline

the negotiations and contracting process with enhanced communication and

transparency (Toktaş-Palut et al., 2014).

3.3.2.3 Better communication and information flow

A survey is mentioned by Tatsis et al. (2006) that 46% respondents around thought

e-procurement could contribute to information flow and about 41% believed it would

lead to better communications both in external and internal aspect (Ibid). Through

e-procurement, buyers and suppliers are able to better share information in real time

to build specification that adds value to resulting products, and build good

relationship (Parida et al., 2006). This can make sense within one organization or

multiple organizations (Salkute, 2013).

3.3.2.4 Improvement of inventory level

E-procurement has an positive impact on a company’s asset base and the inventory

level can also be reduced significantly. Since there are no problems existing such as

wrong ordered products or stock outs etc (Parida et al., 2006). According to

Toktaş-Palut et al. (2014), standardized procedures and automated inventory control

make inventory operations easier to be adjusted, upgraded and managed with

e-procurement adoption (Ibid). The workflow and automation facilities of

e-procurement enable companies to reduce the cycle time of purchase, which can
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reduce the requirements of stocking, bring with it a reduction in inventory level and

costs concerning them. This inventory reduction can positively influence cash flow as

the tied up money in inventory can be available for other utilization (Tatsis et al.,

2006).

3.3.2.5 Improvement of planning control

E-procurement systems can provide accurate information of actual expenditure with

suppliers and products categories, which are fundamental input for control and

planning. Moreover, research has illustrated that purchasing staff spend more time on

strategies and less time on operational tasks when a company involves in

e-procurement. Another research shows that more than 40% of respondents thought

e-procurement would improve planning (Tatsis et al., 2006).

3.3.2.6 Improvement of process efficiency

According to Toktaş-Palut et al. (2014), process efficiency can be better improved in

the aspects of bureaucracy and redundancy, decision making, supply chain

transparency, minimization of errors in the process, real-time and on-line reporting,

quick response to problem via real-time information, as well as time savings.

E-procurement speeds up and prompts the internal control process of organization. It

eliminates needless duplication of services and inefficient approval procedures. The

process of decision making can be enhanced by using e-procurement as relevant

information is well time-stamped and organized. Transparency of product price,

specifications, contract detail, such as contractual time, conditions and order terms

etc., can be visible to both internal and external relevant parties. These transparencies

and fierce competitions among suppliers via easier communications and information

access improve procurement process in quality and efficiency. The basic change in

e-procurement is the elimination of paperwork and manual process that can reduce the

human’s errors, reworks and inaccuracies. Real-time reporting system enables

managers to have a fast way to compare budget and react problems quickly through

real-time information. Time can be saved in the overall procurement process by
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streamlined and simplified processes, increased information speed, and transparency

that shortens time for decision-making and evaluation process.

3.3.3 Summary of benefits in e-procurement adoption

Table 6 shows the summary of benefits in e-procurement adoption and corresponding

interview questions.

Benefits of e-procurement Simple descriptions

Cost savings - Prices negotiation and reduction are the reasons of
costs fall precipitously in transaction through
e-procurement adoption.

- Controlling over maverick spending.

- Reduction of administrative costs, eg. less paperwork
and manual labors.

 Are transaction costs reduced by using e-procurement in your company and why ( like labor cost, volume
increase)? How many the saving percentages could be compared with past?

 How do you feel about your company’s maverick spending by e-procurement adoption? Is it reduced?

 Do you think administrative costs are reduced through e-procurement in your company? Why? (eg. less
paperwork and manual labors)

Better management and control of suppliers - Bringing different suppliers together and make them
accessible in an e-platform.

- Fierce competitions among these suppliers enable
buyers to obtain the best quality and price of products,
and streamline the negotiations and contracting process
with enhanced communication and transparency.

 Do you think e-procurement can better manage and control of your suppliers? Why?

Better communication and information flow - Better sharing information in real time to build
specification that adds value to resulting products, and
building good relationship with partners.

 What do you feel about information flow between your company and suppliers, has this been influenced by
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e-procurement adoption?

Improvement of inventory level - Standardized procedures and automated inventory
control make inventory operations easier to be
adjusted, upgraded and managed.

 Do you perceive better inventory level as a benefit with e-procurement implementation? Why?

Improvement of planning control - Providing accurate information of actual expenditure
with suppliers and products categories, which are
fundamental input for control and planning.

 Do you think e-procurement solution can improve planning control in your company? Why?

Improvement of process efficiency - Bureaucracy and redundancy

- Decision making

- Supply chain transparency

- Minimization of errors in the process

- Real-time and on-line reporting

- Quick response to problem

- Time savings

 How do you feel about improvement of process efficiency by e-procurement adoption?

General questions:

 What are the most important benefits through e-procurement adoption among these six benefits?

 Except these six, is there any other benefits you would like to add?

Table 6. Summary of benefits in e-procurement adoption and corresponding interview

questions

3.4 E-procurement strategies

In order to become a competitive enterprise in e-commerce, information technologies

and business strategies must be merged together. The e-procurement strategy should

thus include a combination between technology and business strategies. Purchasing
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department must be able to have the vision and leadership to identify the areas in

which the procurement technology is more likely to benefit the organization and make

them stand on a competitive position. Furthermore, organizations should identify their

core competencies and how procurement processes support the core competencies.

The technology strategy should be developed to support these core competencies

(Rajkumar, 2001). In this thesis, e-procurement strategies are considered in three

aspects that include e-procurement practice, e-procurement model and e-procurement

approach.

3.4.1 E-procurement practice

In the circle of e-procurement, a line is drawn between indirect and direct materials

that consist of e-procurement practice (Parida et al., 2006). Indirect procurement

refers to the procurement of non-production services and goods such as printing,

office suppliers, casual labor and advertising etc., while direct procurement involves

in the procurement of raw materials or components etc. Sourcing means identifying,

evaluating and negotiating supplies and products for both the direct and indirect

supply chain (Hawking et al., 2004). Some differences between direct and indirect

purchases are shown in Table 7.

Attributes Direct purchases Indirect purchases

Purchase predictability Volatile Internally-driven

Order size Large lots Often small

Collaboration with
suppliers

Varies, usually high, but
low for commodities

Varies, low for MRO
supplies, high for
equipment and services

Percentage of total dollars
spent

80% 20%
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Percentage of total number
of purchase order

20% 80%

End customer External customer Internal customers

Table 7. Differences between direct and indirect purchases (Source: Hawking et al.,

2004)

According to Parida et al. (2006), direct purchases aim at external customers to

purchase largely unpredictable products or services on the basis of the companies’

current demands. On the contrary, indirect material purchases concentrate upon

internal customer, which are driven internally and have smaller order size compared

to direct purchases. Generally, companies often send 80% of their total dollar for 20%

of direct purchase order, which is almost contrary with indirect purchases that is 20%

dollar to pay 80% of the total purchase order (Ibid). Conventionally, ERP systems

have been used for transaction with highly volume products. There are still

labor-intensive and paper-prone existing for indirect purchases (Hawking et al., 2004).

However, researches have shown that indirect purchases are growing consistently by

utilizing web-based methods (Parida et al., 2006). In the regard of procurement of

production items and no-production items, their characteristics can be seen in Table 8.

Characteristics of production items Characteristics of non-production

items (MRO materials)

Production items: Raw materials, components

- Scheduled by production runs

- Locus of operation: professional buyer’s
desktop

- No approvals required

- High degree of automation

- Driven by design-specification

Operation resources: computer and offices
supplies, travel, MRO supplies

- Ad hoc, not scheduled

- Locus of operation: employee desktop

- Approvals required

- Almost no automation

- Driven by catalog

Table 8. Characteristics of production and non-production items (Source: Kalkota &
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Robinson, 2001)

3.4.2 E-procurement model

E-procurement is a combination of sales and purchasing models, and has different

requirements in terms of functions and applications (Parida et al., 2006). According to

the previous literature, e-procurement model consists of three aspects that are

buy-side of one-to-many model, sell-side of one-to-many model, as well as

independent portal and online trading communities.

3.4.2.1 Buy-side of one-to-many model

In the buy-side of one-to-many model, the buyer maintains the internal catalogs and

databases of their suppliers’ goods and services, and links all transactions with the

organization’s financial and purchasing systems. Although the seller provides

information of their products, availability, prices, services etc., the buyer as a host that

needs to be responsible for remaining all information up to date (Neef, 2001). Most

systems connect the purchase orders with an e-invoice and prepare for simultaneous

settlement via electronic funds transfer. ERP system automates the approval and

workflow processes. All of these are integrated into the desktop-based requisition

system (Ibid). According to Simon (2013), in this model, procurement managers or

professional buyer need to manage the process, analyze the transaction data, as well

as measure the performance of suppliers. An example for buy-side of one-to-many

model is shown in Figure 4.

Corporate
buy-side system

Seller Seller

Seller

Seller
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Figure 4. Buy-side of one-to-many model (Source: Neef, 2001)

Obviously, the advantage of the buy-managed arrangement is that the purchasing

department can control the services and products available on the catalogs, and

directly links systems with employees, price ceilings, setting quantity limits and other

criteria. Recently, the prevailing model is attempted to bring the self-service desktop

to employees. Within the buy-side of one-to-many model, desktop requisitioning and

central procurement are two different areas ((Neef, 2001).

Buy-side desktop requisitioning

This kind of software resides both on the user’s desktop and a company’s intranet, and

allows employees directly to purchase items with approved catalogs online

automatically (Simon, 2013). Even if employees can purchase the demanded goods

freely, managerial control still remains with procurement professionals and there is

also a complete audit trail. Procurement management control guidelines, prices,

contracts, approval levels and discounts etc. Desktop requisitioning systems are cited

to be valuable to purchase daily indirect items for busy professional purchasers in the

purchasing department. It reduces greatly maverick buying, allows employees to buy

indirect goods with using prearranged purchase agreements, and provides for audit

trail and accurate record of indirect spending ((Neef, 2001).

Buy-side central procurement

In the buy-side applications, professional buyers and procurement managers set

parameters, measure costs of transactions, analyze supplier performance, develop

contracts, and understand the total costs of procurement (Neef, 2001).

The buy-side e-procurement solutions requires of connecting the systems with people

to meet a variety of requirements in the whole procurement process. The integration

of buy-side applications includes three aspects that are employee connectivity,

back-end systems connectivity and supplier connectivity (Kalkota & Robinson, 2001).

Employee connectivity means that employees are able to increase the productivity
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immediately by connecting with their suppliers right in the web interfaces.

Furthermore, the interfaces should be effective to meet different range of users such

as casual users, system administrators and purchasing professionals. The goal of

back-end systems connectivity is to utilize the data of the organization’s ERP system

to develop a seamless information flow from one process to another. ERP system is

the backbone of linkage a good buy-side procurement. As for supplier connectivity, it

refers that the buy-side procurement needs to automate and streamline all interactions

among organization and suppliers, from updating the page of catalogs to issuing

orders directly to the suppliers’ systems, while giving the professional buyers a

complete control of the entire process (Ibid).

According to Kalkota and Robinson (2001), a good buy-side application should do the

followings:

- Automating the selection and purchase of goods through the desktop

- Reducing the administrative overhead concerning purchasing goods

- Integrating the order, sourcing and payment processes into a standard solution.

- Sending and receiving electronically all of requisition documents such as

purchase requisitions and orders, invoices, acknowledgments, and advance shipping

notices.

- Reporting about the purchasing patterns of organization quickly and accurately.

- Controlling the number of preferred suppliers and eliminating the unauthorized

purchasing by employees.

3.4.2.2 Sell-side of one-to-many model

According to Simon (2013), in the seller-side of one-to-many model, sellers have their

own websites that can allow any buyers to browse and purchase the goods online with

real-time and contract-specific buying. The applications usually include tools for

developing and maintaining electronic product catalogs, as well as transaction support
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for order entry from customers (Ibid). The responsibilities of creating and maintaining

the catalogs depend on the sellers who utilize a portal or an open website.

Furthermore, the sellers also make the catalogs available to e-markets through Internet

links or actual contracts in order to list as “preferred suppliers” (Neef, 2001). Figure 5

shows the sell-side of one-to-many model.

Figure 5. Sell-side of one-to-many model (Source: Neef, 2001)

3.4.2.3 Independent portal and online trading communities

The independent portal site is a place where multiple sellers and buyers can meet and

transact all kinds of business electronically through a single point of integration. This

model is a single website entry that can be available by anyone to log on and transact

their business with subscription fee, percentage exchange fee or a transaction charge.

Normally, the activities include browsing catalogs, placing orders (or bidding under

the case of auctions online), and payments (Neef, 2001). The model of independent

portal is illustrated in Figure 6.

Seller

Buyer

Buyer Buyer

Buyer
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Figure 6. Independent portal model

In many ways, e-markets and online trading communities focus more on both vertical

and horizontal markets by buyers or sellers in order to gain a huge benefits from the

efficient provision of suppliers (Simon, 2013). Vertical markets trading communities

mainly focus on one special industry such as paper, steer, chemicals, food, electricity,

home loans etc. It is usually sponsored or supported at least by some leading

companies in that area. On the contrary, horizontal markets trading communities cut

across the industry boundaries and focus on a wide range of categories of goods such

as furniture, office supplies, janitorial supplies and travel services etc., which involve

in a number of cross-industry organizations. It is normally sponsored by

e-procurement software leaders or groups in specific fields of various types of indirect

services and goods provision. Horizontal exchanges in the past have been primarily

driven by indirect goods (Neef, 2001). In many cases, vertical markets trading

communities have an advantage over the horizontal markets trading communities.

Since some sponsors are both buyers or sellers who contend vertical industry online

exchanges on the basis of industry knowledge in order for all participants to benefits,

Buyer

Seller

Seller Seller

SellerIndependent
portal

Buyer
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even their collaborative organizations do not make profits (Simon, 2013).

Online auction is a subset of online trading communities, which provides a real-time

exchange online in both a particular horizontal or vertical industry (Neef, 2001).

There are various e-auction formats. The two most prevailing auction formats are the

revers action (where buyers post their requests for quotations, and then sellers bid the

prices down) and Dutch auction (where the sellers post the minimum bid and the

prices move up from the minimum bid). (Davila et al., 2003). The advantage of

e-auctions is that buyers are able to identify the best offer from the potential suppliers

around the world. Sellers can benefit by reaping access to bid for their business on a

level playing field instead of tending to obtain business on the basis of network of

personal relationships. Also, auctions provide seller with a market for the sales of

excess inventory anonymously (Ibid).

3.4.3 E-procurement approach

According to Davila et al. (2003), there are three kinds of e-procurement approaches

that are wait and see approach, observation without experimentation approach, and

aggressive approach.

The majority of companies about 70 percentages who adopt wait and see approach are

either aware of the developments but are not committing resources, or selective

investments until the applicable e-procurement models are identified. These

organizations do not perceive that the current state of development merit is shifting

their existing procurement process to a e-world. However, they are following closely

the development of technologies to understand them for measuring the level of

maturity until the industries move to a growth stage. These companies usually

conduct some extent of business transactions with suppliers via the Internet or are

scheduled to do so over the next full year. This strategy reflects an active

experimentation but no sizable investment until the suitable e-procurement models are

identified (Davila et al., 2003).
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Companies about 4 percentages are using a passive strategy called observation

without experimentation for their e-procurement. This strategy depends on how

quickly the organizations can learn and absorb the e-procurement technologies with

no developing the “ absorptive capacity” that the wait-and-see organizations are more

likely to be creating (Davila et al., 2003).

There are a moderate number of companies that are adopting the aggressive approach

for e-procurement technologies. In other words, these companies invest significantly

in e-procurement technologies to make them stand on a competitive lead (3

percentages), or move fast into e-procurement solutions (24 percentages). This kind of

strategy can be treated as a riskier, since no well-defined solution exists and these

companies might bet on the wrong technology finally. They look forward to obtaining

significant returns as the first movers. The e-procurement relevance to these

companies is reflected that 41 percentages of them utilize more than one

e-procurement technologies. Some organizations state that they desire to be the

leading one in their industries implementing e-procurement even though the effort

could not make profits quickly as they try to response to changes and signals rapidly

in e-procurement (Davila et al., 2003).

3.4.4 Summary of e-procurement strategies

According to the descriptions above, e-procurement strategies are summarized and the

corresponding interview questions are also generated in Table 9.
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E-procurement strategies

E-procurement practice

Indirect procurement

- The procurement of non-production services and goods such as printing, office suppliers, casual
labor and advertising etc.

Direct procurement

- The procurement of raw materials or components etc.

 Which practice do your company use for e- procurement solution, indirect purchases, direct
purchases or both of them? Why or why not?

 What are these indirect or direct items in your company with e-procurement solution?

 What is the ratio between indirect and direct purchases in your company?

E-procurement model

Buy-side of one-to-many model

- The buyer maintains the internal catalogs and databases of many suppliers’ goods and services,
and links all transactions with the organization’s financial and purchasing systems.

Sell-side of one-to-many model

- The seller has their own website that can allow any buyers to browse and purchase the goods
online with real-time and contract-specific buying.

- The seller makes the catalogs available to e-markets through Internet links or actual contracts in
order to list as “preferred suppliers”.

Independent portal and online trading communities

- A place where multiple sellers and buyers can meet and transact all kinds of business
electronically through a single point of integration.

Vertical markets trading communities

- Focus on one special industry.

- Sponsored or supported at least by some leading companies in that area.
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Horizontal markets trading communities

- Cut across the industry boundaries and focus on a wide range of categories of goods, which
involve in a number of cross-industry organizations.

- Sponsored by e-procurement software leaders or groups in specific fields of various types of
indirect services and goods provision.

Online auction

- A subset of online trading communities, which provides a real-time exchange online in both a
particular horizontal or vertical industry.

- The two most prevailing auction formats are the revers action and Dutch auction.

 What is e-procurement model of your company, buy side, sell side or both of them? How
does them work?

 Do your company participant in independent portal or trading communities which only
focus on food or cut cross the industry? Why or why not?

E-procurement approach

Wait and see approach

- Companies are either aware of the developments but are not committing resources, or selective
investments until the applicable e-procurement models are identified.

Observation without experimentation approach

- Depends on how quickly the organizations can learn and absorb the e-procurement technologies
with no developing the “ absorptive capacity” that the wait-and-see organizations are more likely
to be creating.

Aggressive approach

- These companies invest significantly in e-procurement technologies to make them stand on a
competitive lead , or move fast into e-procurement solutions.

 What is the current e-procurement strategic approach of your company? Wait and see
approach, observation without experimentation approach, or aggressive approach?

 Why do your company adopt this approach?

Table 9. Summary of e-procurement strategies and corresponding interview questions

3.5 Barriers in e-procurement adoption

A study shows a various of barriers in the process of e-procurement adoption and
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concludes organizations are finding the implementation of e-procurement more

complex, expensive and time consuming than they expected. That is because some

companies were jumping into the bandwagon of e-procurement directly without

completely understanding the inter-organizational collaborations and network effects

under technology models, the requirements to move the right investment information

from suppliers to employees, as well as the difficulties of integrating the technologies

with existing ERP systems (Parida et al., 2006). According to both Davila et al.(2003)

and Sigala (2005), barriers in the process of e-procurement adoption mainly involve

in four aspects that are internal business barriers, external business barriers,

technology barriers and e-procurement process barriers.

3.5.1 Internal barriers

Organizations are uncertain about whether their resources can implement the

e-procurement solutions appropriately. Implementing the e-procurement solutions

needs not only that the system itself performs the purchasing process successfully, but

also to integrate with the existing infrastructure of information. The internal

infrastructure of information includes systems such as human resources, accounting,

inventory management, asset management, production planning, accounts payable

and cash management systems. Most companies looking or adopting to e-procurement

software invest these systems significantly but fail to integrate the entire information

(Davila et al., 2003).

3.5.2 External barriers

E-procurement solutions require of not only “talking” with internal information

systems, but also cooperating with external constituencies (mainly suppliers and

customers). External constituencies have to create internal systems that promote the

communications via electronic means (Davila et al., 2003). In order to implement

e-procurement technologies successfully, suppliers need to be accessible through the

Internet and should provide sufficient choices of goods to meet the requirements of

their customers. Ideally, suppliers provide e-catalogues with formats according to
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customers’ requirements, custom pricing, or special contractual agreements. Also, the

updates will send to customers on a regular basis. However, some suppliers could be

hesitant and even unable to satisfy the demands in the case of no guarantees of future

revenue streams. Lack of critical suppliers accessible via the companies’

e-procurement systems may limit the effects of network under these technologies and

further hinder the acceptance and adoption of technologies. In turn, the lack of

participants will might dissuade other traders in one industry due to network

externalities. Cooperation of external parties also needs new customers and suppliers

to satisfy the business criteria, which companies have set to accept them in the

networks. This is because some business models concerning e-procurement

technologies (such as consortia, exchanges and auctions) that the buyers have not

transacted business previously, organizations should create the mechanism to provide

buyers with assurances of their services, qualities and delivery capabilities (Ibid).

3.5.3 Technology barriers

Organizations also fear the lack of an accepted standard and a clear understanding of

which e-procurement technologies better suit the demands of each company. The lack

of widely accepted solutions hinders the integration of the e-procurement software in

the supply chain. For instance, the e-procurement system of one industry can strongly

affects the entire industry towards adoption levels of that system. Nevertheless, this

also suggests the necessity of opening standards in order to facilitate

inter-organizational e-procurement systems (Davila et al.,2003; Sigala, 2005). Table

10 shows four barriers of e-procurement technologies utilization.

Four barriers of e-procurement technologies utilization

E-procurement software

- Problems integrating with existing systems.

- Lack of common standards for e-commerce software development.

- Lack of suppliers accessible through the organization’s e-procurement systems and /or lack of
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supplier investment.

Internet exchanges

- Not enough suppliers to create in a liquid marketplace.

- Suppliers reticent to participate in selling environments where preeminent focus is on price.

- Suppliers reticent to participate because control is lost over the presentation of brand name and
products features.

E-auctions

- Organizational discomfort with auctions, as apposed to honoring commitments to supplier
partnering and consolidation.

- Downward price pressure on vendors resulting in diminished customer service or quality.

- Inability to identify potential items for auction.

Purchasing consortia

- Pricing this is not significantly better than available without consortia.

- Getting a sufficient number of vendors into the process.

- Ensuring conformance to state laws and regulations that require a biding process.

Table 10. Four most frequently identified barriers to e-procurement technologies

utilization (Source: Davila et al.,2003)

3.5.4 E-procurement process barriers

This means the control and security of the e-procurement process itself. Since security

breaches will endanger the operation system functions, information access, exchange,

and disclosure. Generally, e-procurement systems develop two types of risks and

uncertainty, which can hold back e-procurement adoption. Uncertainty not only

associates with risks of online transactions’ security but also with the distrust of

e-procurement users in the process of transferring important organizational data via

the Internet and in data sharing with the third party. The difficulty in assessing the

behaviors of exchange partners is defined as relational uncertainty, which stresses the

needs of e-procurement systems to foster good relational bonds, such as satisfaction,

trust, good communication tools, and commitment in order to foster and maintain
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long-term relationships of collaboration with their customers. The previous literature

distinguished between party and institutional risks/trust. Institutional risk means the

potential failures of the mechanism utilized by the intermediary for reducing

opportunistic behaviors among trading partners. Party risk mainly reflects the

relations and uncertainties risks that arise since one is not sure about the counterpart

offers of transaction and also its willingness and ability to perform. In other words,

institutional risks means the trustworthiness of the e-procurement operation system

(e.g., security of perceptions because of the presence of regulations, security and

guarantees introduced by intermediaries), while party trust is with respect to trust

perceptions in a transaction counterpart (Sigala, 2005).

3.5.5 Summary of barriers in e-procurement adoption

According to the contents above, the four main barriers in e-procurement adoption are

summarized and corresponding interview questions are generated in Table 11.

Barriers of e-procurement Simple descriptions

Internal barriers - Uncertain about whether companies’
resources can implement the e-procurement
solutions appropriately.

 What are the internal barriers currently faced by your company with e-procurement adoption?
(such as connection with other internal systems)

External barriers - External constituencies have to create internal
systems that promote the communications via
electronic means.

- Some suppliers are hesitant and even unable
to satisfy the demands in the case of no
guarantees of future revenue streams.

- Lack of critical suppliers accessible via the
companies’ e-procurement systems may limit
the effects of network under these technologies
and further hinder the acceptance and adoption
of technologies.

- Low assurances concerning suppliers’
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standards, services, qualities and delivery
capabilities.

 Are there any of your external partners who still cannot create internal systems to promote
your e-procurement business? Why?

 Are there any suppliers your company preferred but who are hesitant or even unable to have a
complete e-procurement system to link yours?

 Do you think lacking of critical suppliers accessible by the companies’ e-procurement
systems will limit the effects of network under technologies and further hinder the acceptance
and adoption of technologies? Why?

 Do your company have low assurances about suppliers’ standards, services, qualities and
delivery capabilities? Why?

 Are there any other external barriers currently in your company by using e-procurement
adoption? What are these barriers?

Technology barriers - Lack of an accepted standard and a clear
understanding of which e-procurement
technologies better suit the demands of each
company.

- Problems integrating with existing systems

- Lacking of common standards for
e-commerce software development

- Lacking of suppliers accessible through the
organization’s e-procurement systems

- No enough suppliers to create in a liquid
marketplace, suppliers who reticent to
participate in selling environments

 What are the e-procurement technology barriers with e-procurement solution in your
company currently?

E-procurement process barriers - Risks of online transactions’ security.

- Distrust of e-procurement users.

 What are the e-procurement process barriers in your company currently? ( such as risks of
online transactions’ security, distrust of e-procurement users.)

General question

 What is the most serious barriers in your company by e-procurement adoption among these?
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Except these, is there any other barriers? Why?

Table 11. Summary of barriers in e-procurement adoption and corresponding

interview questions

3.6 Theoretical model

According to the theoretical framework of these five part, a model is generated in

Figure 7.

Figure 7. Theoretical model of this thesis

Benefits in e-procurement
 Cost savings
 Better management and control of suppliers
 Better communication and information flow
 Improvement of inventory level
 Improvement of planning control
 Improvement of process efficiency

Barriers in e-procurement
 Internal barriers
 External barriers
 Technology barriers
 E-procurement process barriers

RQ1

E-procurement environment

E-procurement strategies
 E-procurement practice
 E-procurement model
 E-procurement approach

RQ2 RQ3
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4 Empirical Data

This chapter is related to empirical data from three Swedish food wholesale

companies. Each company is introduced firstly and then the collected data is

described according to three research questions respectively. The source of these data

are from both the companies’website and the related interviewees.

4.1 Case 1: Migyston Group Global AB

Migyston Group Global AB is a Swedish trading company which focuses on food and

fast-moving consuming goods primarily from Sweden to China. It is a headquarter

consisted of six subsidiaries that are Migyston food services AB, Migyston logistic

services AB, Migyston parcel services AB, Migyston parcel services (Gothenburg)

AB, Henan Migyston trade Co., Ltd, and Hong kong Migyston trade Co., Ltd. The

business is mainly from Sweden to China and there are a variety of products being

exported under the company’s duty clearance ability and supply ability

(www.migyston.com). Mostly, the products are food, health care, beauty, commodity

etc. Currently, Migyston Group provides more than 500 active products to their

customers and also has the ability to purchase 13,000 different types of products as

long as their customers require about that (Peng, 2016/05/04). The source of data for

food wholesale is mainly fromMigyston food services AB.

According to Peng (2016/05/04), there are three formats of e-procurement process in

Migyston Group. The first is bulking purchasing process. Migyston Group as the

buyer negotiates the products’ price, expired day and delegation rights with their

suppliers. After the successful negotiation, the processes of order, shipment, delivery

and payment will be finished. The second is for new products and substantial amount

of varieties that are not reaching a big volume for any one of them. Customers fulfill

the pre-order forms for out of stock or unlisted goods. The professionals evaluate their

purchase possibility and waiting time for these customers. If it is feasible, Migyston

Group places the pre-orders to their supplier’s systems by the Internet. The received

products from suppliers will be marked with customers’ pre-order numbers. The last
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format is the unexpected purchasing requirement from Migyston Group’s VIP

customers. After receiving the unexpected orders from these VIP customers, Migyston

Group will try their best to solve these specific needs. This purchasing process is

highly customized and hard to forecast.

The interview was conducted with Jinxiang Peng who is the e-commerce manager in

Migyston Group. The data is collected according to the three research questions in the

interview.

4.1.1 RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by

adopting e-procurement ?

4.1.1.1 Cost savings

Migyston Group just begins to adopt e-procurement solution from last year. It is

because e-procurement solution is not very cost savings especially for small amount

of products in such company. Recently, they start to utilize online purchase solution

and connect the e-procurement systems with their big suppliers due to the requirement

of branch company (Migyston parcel services AB) that needs to supply more than 500

products with faster speed, better inventory management, and large products varieties

(Peng, 2016/05/04). Transaction costs in Migyston Group for lots of products

purchased with less quantities are actually going up as their immature e-procurement

system so far (Peng, 2016/05/04). Maverick spending are not reduced obviously in

Migyston Group as some of the products, particularly concerning indirect purchases

still have not been bought through e-procurement systems with authorized suppliers

on negotiated prices. That is because there is no heavy demand in indirect

procurement such as office supplies (Peng, 2016/05/04). Administrative costs are

reduced to some extent but incompletely through e-procurement adoption in Migyston

Group. Costs in data errors and inaccuracies of manual process are reduced but the

paperwork is not decreased too much by using e-procurement since the company is

still in the stage that not all procurement data are put into database of e-procurement

systems. Because of this, they plan to do it in the future through improving their
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e-procurement systems (Peng, 2016/05/04) .

4.1.1.2 Better management and control of suppliers

E-procurement helps Mygston Group reduce the mistakes obviously in cooperation

with multiple suppliers by e-procurement adoption. A variety of products in the

company are from many different suppliers. Sometimes the orders could be placed to

more than 30 suppliers meanwhile, e-procurement system can finish this

automatically with no mistakes (Peng, 2016/05/04).

4.1.1.3 Better communication and information flow

For communication and information flow in e-procurement adoption, it varies a lot

between different suppliers in Migyston Group. For instance, some monopoly

suppliers do not communicate with them very well, even both of them adopt

e-procurement. However, it is efficient in information flow as Migyston Group

enables to get some some standardized treatment that are good for them to control the

expected results of each purchase when they follow the rules settled down by

suppliers with e-procurement (Peng, 2016/05/04).

4.1.1.4 Improvement of inventory level

According to Peng (2016/05/04), inventory management is critically important for

their company. However, they feel difficult to have accurate inventory information

without database support shared from their big suppliers in e-procurement systems.

For instance, they could only manually record expired date, inventory in and out,

package change etc. by labor force so far. In spite of this, Peng (2016/05/04) thinks

that they can get the database from their big suppliers and apply it to their

e-procurement systems as long as they have deeper relationships with them in the near

future. If it is achieved, they are able to save lots of labor costs, provide much better

customer experiences, and avoid to make mistakes of orders caused due to inaccurate

stocks.

4.1.1.5 Improvement of planning control
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Peng (2016/05/04) thinks that e-procurement not only provides them the possibility to

have a better planning control, but also helps them to estimate the future changes.

Consequently, their company can better plan and control of future activities.

4.1.1.6 Improvement of process efficiency

After adopting e-procurement, Peng (2016/05/04) mentions that normally they utilize

cloud database to share and update their purchase data among supplier companies.

They have scheduled time planning for checking, using and updating their purchasing

data. This can not only help them improve work efficiency, but also make customers

know exactly what types of products their company could purchase, when the

products can be ordered, delivered and arrived, and understand the reasons for those

products their company cannot purchase.

4.1.1.7 The most important benefits in e-procurement adoption

Towards these six benefits, Peng ( 2016/05/04) states improvement planning control is

the most important benefit that their company can obtain after e-procurement

adoption. Since e-procurement can be efficient to plan for providing more types of

products with right amount and correct time to their customers, which enables to

strength their competitive ability and build brand image to their customers.

Furthermore, e-procurement adoption helps Migyston Group take advantages of

metadata and generate more data that are possible to be processed. Richer and useful

database can generate a lot more unexpected competitive power and business progress

for their company.

4.1.2 RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food

wholesale companies?

4.1.2.1 E-procurement practice

According to Peng (2016/05/04), both direct and indirect purchases involve in

e-procurement solutions by Migyston Group. The main food brands of direct

purchases by e-procurement include Löfbergs, Bringwell, Brüggen, Ternicol and
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Landskapshonung etc. (www.migyston.com). The percentages of direct purchases are

always changeable, which depends on the customers’ demands. Peng (2016/05/04)

states that their company utilizes e-procurement solutions for these food brands is

because most of these famous brand suppliers have e-procurement systems to link

with their customers’ for efficient purchases. Except equipment that spend too much

and need long-term cooperation suppliers, other stuff related to indirect purchases in

Migyston Group are not bought through e-procurement solutions. Therefore, when it

comes to the indirect procurement, there are still labor-intensive and paper-prone

existing in this process, but the company attaches more importance to their bargaining

power in this aspect, especially when they need to purchase a lot of volume. Mostly,

compared with adopting e-procurement for indirect purchases, by means of contacting

with suppliers by e-mail or phone directly are more convenient and efficient to save a

lot for Migyston Group, as suggested by Peng (2016/05/04).

4.1.2.2 E-procurement model

As a role of wholesaler, Peng (2016/05/04) states that e-procurement model in

Migyston Group is both in buyer and seller side. In the model of buyer side, the

company has their own suppliers with long-term relationship and links the

procurement systems with them based on the web technologies. In addition, they are

also seeking for other preferred suppliers meanwhile to facilitate the competitions

among these who provide same food products. Since indirect purchases only involve

in equipment through e-procurement, Migyston Group does not use the desk

requisitioning systems to buy indirect items. In the model of seller side, Migyston

Group does not link the e-procurement systems with the Chinese food retails directly

and but connect with the agency companies in China. They also have their online

stores in opening website in China for customers to purchase food directly.

Independent portal and online trading communities sill have not involved in Migyston

Group (Peng, 2016/05/04).

4.1.2.3 E-procurement approach
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Peng (2016/05/04) states that their company mainly adopts aggressive approach

currently. They have their own estimation of what the future market would like and

what would be needed in the future. Therefore, they take risks in learning, using,

building new competitive power by new technologies. However, sometimes, they also

utilize wait and see approach to deal with their competitors and new types of

procurement possibilities.

4.1.3 RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with

e-procurement adoption?

4.1.3.1 Internal barriers

According to Peng (2016/05/04), Migyston Group just begins with their the

e-procurement adoption this year, some problems still exist between the systems and

infrastructure of information. For instance, the e-procurement systems cannot connect

with accounting and cash management systems automatically. In spite of this, Peng

(2016/05/04) thinks Migyston Group has the man power and capital to overcome the

internal barriers.

4.1.3.2 External barriers

Peng (2016/05/04) mentions one of the most important external barriers in Migyston

Group is that there are some important suppliers who do not have e-procurement

systems to link with them. That leads to the products of these supplier that cannot be

ordered automatically and timely with their e-procurement systems. Some of their

food suppliers still are not able to invest a lot in e-procurement systems. Peng

(2016/05/04) believes lacking of critical suppliers accessible by Migyston Group do

not limit the effects of network under technologies and further hinder the acceptance

and adoption of technologies. Since using the network and technologies by a correct

way always helps them make problems smaller. Meanwhile, they do not expect a

critical supplier to join their work suddenly and quickly in order to make their

network outstanding. In the process of e-procurement adoption, Migyston Group
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sometimes has low assurances with problems such as the suppliers’ standards,

services, qualities and delivery capabilities. That is because they are still in a stage to

develop that is not attractive enough to the big suppliers, and also in short of

professional purchase manager who can deal with these tasks flexibly.

4.1.3.3 Technology barriers

According to (Peng, 2016/05/04), Migyston Group needs to improve performance

system, purchasing system and order system concerning e-procurement technologies.

4.1.3.4 E-procurement process barriers

As for e-procurement process barriers, risks of online transactions’ security and

distrust of e-procurement users are the focuses for Migyston Group. They are not

good at using SSL for their webshop but the IT team in the company can better

protects the e-procurement security by building the functional projects (Peng,

2016/05/04).

4.1.3.5 The most important barriers in e-procurement adoption

Finally, Peng (2016/05/04) thinks that low assurances with problems such as suppliers’

standards, services, qualities and delivery capabilities are the most serious barriers so far with

e-procurement adoption in their company. However, he believes that all barriers above that

Migyston Group can overcome by their man power and capital gradually as the time

goes by. These barriers are the opportunities to surpass their competitors or potential

competitors.

4.1.4 Summary of e-procurement adoption in Migyston Group Global AB

According to the descriptions above, e-procurement adoption in Migyston Group AB

is summarized in Table 12.

E-procurement adoption in Migyston GroupAB

RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by adopting
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e-procurement ?

Cost savings - Transaction costs are increased due to
immature e-procurement system.

- Maverick spending is not reduced as some
of the products, particularly concerning
indirect purchases have not been bought by
e-procurement systems with authorized
suppliers on negotiated prices.

- Administrative costs are reduced to some
extent (costs of data errors and manual
process decreases; costs of paperwork is not
decreased)

Better management and control of suppliers - Finish the order works of many suppliers
meanwhile automatically without mistakes.

Better communication and information flow - Not better communication with some
monopoly suppliers.

- Efficient information flow.

Improvement of inventory level - Low inventory level always without
database support shared from big supplier in
e-procurement systems.

Improvement of planning control - Better planning control for estimating the
future changes.

Improvement of process efficiency - Time savings.

The most important benefits in
e-procurement adoption

- Planning control.

RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food wholesale
companies?

E-procurement practice - Indirect purchases for equipment.

- Direct purchases for most of export
products.

E-procurement model - Buy-side model

- Sell-side model (own webshop)
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E-procurement approach - Aggressive approach for standing a
competitive position on the market.

- Wait and see approach for continuous
improvement.

RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with

e-procurement adoption?

Internal barriers - E-procurement systems cannot link with
accounting and cash management systems
automatically.

External barriers - Some important suppliers do not have
e-procurement systems.

- Lacking of critical suppliers do not limit the
effects of network under technologies.

- Low assurances with problems such as
suppliers’ standards, services, qualities and
delivery capabilities.

Technology barriers - Need to improve e-procurement
technologies (eg. purchasing system, order
system).

E-procurement process barriers - Use SSL for e-procurement security.

The most serious barriers in e-procurement
adoption

- Low assurances with problems such as
suppliers’ standards, services, qualities and
delivery capabilities.

Table 12. Summary of e-procurement adoption in Migyston Group AB

4.2 Case 2: Växjö Partiaffär AB

Växjö Partiaffär AB is a local vegetable and fruit wholesaler located in the west

industrial area of Vaxjo in Sweden. Their customer groups are caterers municipality

and restaurants. The assortments of these vegetables and fruits consist of around 800

items. They company is specialized in fruit-Green, potatoes, canned food, oils and

eggs. Operations are conducted in appropriate premises with modern refrigeration

technology. The distribution is mainly with cars. Växjö Partiaffär build their success
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on an attractive products range, efficient logistics, value-added products, and

proximity to the customers, both geographically and in personal meetings. Their

speed, flexibility and innovative approach makes it easier for customers develop a

profitable vegetable and fruit business (www.vaxjopartiaffar.se).

The interview was conducted by Magnus Göransson who is the CEO and purchaser in

Växjö Partiaffär. According to Magnus (2016/05/11), they are the subsidiary of STC

Green Food, the largest player in the fruit and vegetables in the Nordic region.

Meanwhile, STC Green Food also plays the role of Växjö Partiaffär’s biggest supplier.

Both of them adopt e-procurement. Except the main supplier, there are also some

other suppliers that their company can choose locally in Vaxjo. The process of

e-procurement in Växjö Partiaffär mostly is with their big supplier. Every morning at

7 o’clock, they order the fresh fruits and vegetables on the e-procurement systems

from STC Green Food. After the goods arriving and checking, they confirm the

quantity and quality of goods and fill the related data on the internal systems of their

supplier. If it is necessary, they need to call them by phone to talk about the situation

of the quality of products due to the fresh foods that are easy to go bad. In the

afternoon, their company usually needs to fill information on the systems to let their

supplier know what product items that are missed today. For those local suppliers,

they need to place orders by phone or email.

4.2.1 RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by

adopting e-procurement ?

4.2.1.1 Cost savings

Magnus (2016/05/11) states that Växjö Partiaffär was built on 2011 and began to

adopt e-procurement on 2013. Transaction costs are not reduced obviously after using

e-procurement as they are fresh business that still needs to talk directly to their

suppliers frequently about goods quality at any moment. Both of labor and phone

costs are thus not reduced to some extent compared with time before 2013. Maverick

spending is saved a little bit when purchasing indirect products such as refrigerators,
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containers, packing bags etc. through e-procurement solutions. Växjö Partiaffär has

long-term cooperation relationships with the suppliers for indirect purchases since

they always have to update or demand these stuff. Due to this, they establish contracts

and systems with these indirect purchases suppliers, meanwhile, good bargaining

power is achieved. After using e-procurement, administrative costs in Växjö Partiaffär

are reduced obviously due to less paperwork and data errors than before.

4.2.1.2 Better management and control of suppliers

According to Magnus (2016/05/11), the only big and primary supplier is their

headquarter, therefore, there is no bring many suppliers together to form an

competitive situation.

4.2.1.3 Better communication and information flow

It is not obvious that communications between Växjö Partiaffär and their suppliers are

improved through e-procurement since the the quality or the delivery time of fresh

vegetables and fruits that need to talk with suppliers clearly by phone. Nevertheless,

information flow is clear often for quantity of order or items of missing orders, and

both of them can share other information by e-procurement systems (Magnus,

2016/05/11).

4.2.1.4 Improvement of inventory level

Magnus (2016/05/11) thinks that e-procurement can better manage their inventory.

Since they often have a variety of fresh products with heavy volumes in their

warehouse. Through linking the inventory system and purchasing system together, the

purchaser in the company can know directly about the status of inventory. There are

almost no problems such as stock-outs, wrong products codes, delivery time etc.,

which means that there is better inventory control that leads to spending and lesser

problems of communication with suppliers. It indeed makes the inventory operations

easier to be manged and adjusted for Växjö Partiaffär by e-procurement adoption.

4.2.1.5 Improvement of planning control
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Magnus (2016/05/11) believes that planning control is improved after adopting

e-procurement in their company. The transaction data information can be recorded

accurately and automatically in the related systems, which is helpful for their

purchaser to forecast the demands of their customers.

4.2.1.6 Improvement of process efficiency

According to Magnius (2016/05/11), time saving is obvious to represent process

efficiency of e-procurement and it is also the most important benefits for Växjö

Partiaffär among these six benefits of e-procurement adoption.

4.2.2 RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food

wholesale companies?

4.2.2.1 E-procurement practice

Both of direct and indirect purchases involve in e-procurement solutions in Växjö

Partiaffär. The direct purchases are often the fresh vegetables and fruits, which are

bought from the biggest supplier by utilizing the e-procurement systems. The use of

e-procurement for these indirect fresh items is the requirement of headquarter who has

several subsidiaries to manage at the same time. E-procurement solutions are

convenient and efficient. Indirect purchases in Växjö Partiaffär related to expensive

and vast stuff such as refrigerators, containers and packing bags are also through

e-procurement solution since these items are always expensive and vast volumes that

e-procurement solution can save costs moderately. In e-procurement for direct and

indirect purchasing, the percentages of them are 70% and 30% respectively (Magnius,

2016/05/11).

4.2.2.2 E-procurement model

According to Magnius (2016/05/11), both buy-side and sell-side are the two models

with respect to e-procurement in Växjö Partiaffär. For the buy-side model, the

company is able to link their e-procurement systems with most of their critical

suppliers. They have desktop requisitioning system to purchase the indirect items and
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also can record the indirect spending accurately. For the sell-side model, the company

has their own webshop where all the categories of fruits and vegetables are matched

with pictures, introduction, prices. Figure 7 shows an example of products list on the

webshop. The retail customers such as supermarkets or restaurants can log in the

webshop of Växjö Partiaffär to choose and order the items they need. Pressing any

product on the list can know about its detail introduction. In this way, the customers

do not need a consultation with the company worker and can place their orders on the

webshop directly (Ibid). According to Magnius (2016/05/11), Växjö Partiaffär does

not participant in activities of independent portal and online trading communities.

Figure 7. Examples of products list in the webshop of Växjö Partiaffär (Source:

www.vaxjopartiaffar.se)

4.2.2.3 E-procurement approach

Magnius (2016/05/11) thinks that wait and see approach is adopted for e-procurement

solution by Växjö Partiaffär currently. That is because they use the e-procurement

systems with some of their suppliers, they still however need to rely on man power to

transfer and describe clearly associated with the information of goods quality.

Furthermore, some of local suppliers have not implemented e-procurement solutions

so far, their company waits for them and sees if they need to invest more in

e-procurement technologies.
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4.2.3 RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with

e-procurement adoption?

4.2.3.1 Internal barriers

Magnius (2016/05/11) states that their e-procurement systems can better integrate

with other systems such as inventory, the suppliers’ systems, accounting etc. There is

thus no obvious internal barriers existing in their e-procurement adoption.

4.2.3.2 External barriers

Magnius (2016/05/11) mentions that except the big supplier (STC Green Food) for

direct items and several suppliers for indirect items, other local suppliers in Vaxjo still

cannot create internal systems to promote their e-procurement business. Some of them

lack of capital for investment, the other think it is not necessary for them to adopt

e-procurement solution so far. For Växjö Partiaffär, Magnius (2016/05/11) thinks that

this situation has little impact on their business as most of these suppliers are located

in Vaxjo where is near to their company. Since both as the subsidiary and customer of

STC Green Food, most of standards, services, delivery capabilities under

e-procurement solutions can be assured well for their company, as suggested by

Magnius (2016/05/11).

4.2.3.3 Technology barriers

According to Magnius (2016/05/11), there are two systems for e-procurement

solutions, some functions could be overlapped between them. It results that the total

data cannot list directly in one form. They often need man power to make the data

information put together for forecast demands or summarizing data report. What

Växjö Partiaffär needs to do is to integrate with the two e-procurement systems and

create a complete one.

4.2.3.4 E-procurement process barriers

Currently, there is no problem almost associated with e-procurement process in Växjö
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Partiaffär. They have long-term cooperation relationships with these suppliers who

use e-procurement solutions and trust is therefore deep-rooted between them in

transaction by e-procurement. Transactions’ security from the perspective of

customers can be guaranteed in the webshop (Magnius, 2016/05/11).

4.2.3.5 The most important barriers in e-procurement adoption

Magnius (2016/05/11) thinks that the most important barriers that they need to solve

is the integration of two e-procurement systems in their company.

4.2.3 Summary of e-procurement adoption in Växjö Partiaffär AB

According to the descriptions above, status of e-procurement adoption in Växjö

Partiaffär AB is summarized in Table 13.

E-procurement adoption in Växjö Partiaffär AB

RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by adopting
e-procurement ?

Cost savings - Not reduce transaction costs.

- Save a little bit maverick spending.

- Save administrative costs a lot.

Better management and control of suppliers - Not involve in this.

Better communication and information flow - Not improve communication.

- Better information flow.

Improvement of inventory level - Better inventory level without problems such
as stock-outs, wrong products codes etc.

Improvement of planning control - Improve demand forecast.

Improvement of process efficiency - Time savings.

The most important benefits in
e-procurement adoption

- Time savings.

RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food wholesale
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companies?

E-procurement practice - Direct purchases for all fresh products from
headquarter with e-procurement solution.

- Indirect purchases for refrigerators.
Containers and packing bags.

E-procurement model - Buy-side model.

- Sell-side model (own webshop).

E-procurement approach - Wait and see approach for continuous
improvement and investment.

RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with
e-procurement adoption?

Internal barriers - No internal barriers.

External barriers - No e-procurement systems connection with
local suppliers.

Technology barriers - Two e-procurement systems with overlapped
functions.

E-procurement process barriers - No e-procurement process barrier.

The most serious barriers in e-procurement
adoption

- Two e-procurement systems with overlapped
functions.

Table 13. Summary of e-procurement adoption in Växjö Partiaffär

4.3 Case 3: ERT Godies AB

ERT Godies AB is one of the largest privately-owned wholesalers of snacks, sweets

and soft drinks, which is with a broad product range and well-developed logistics. The

company works with both retail as convenience stores, clubs, market stalls, clubs,

kiosks, gift advertising and so on. The flexible approach that ERT Godies provides

bulk customers, is built completely on how they want it. These customers include

both large groups and individual traders. All the business in ERT Godies begins to

work in terms of the service trade. It offers their retails with a complete range and

Gottegrisen is the company’s largest candy customer in Växjö. Currently, there are
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700 kinds of bulk candy food in the business of ERT Godies which include candy

with toys in, candy bars, toys with candy, chocolates etc. (www.ertgodies.se).

The interview is conducted with Fredrik Stigsson who is the purchaser in ERT Godies.

According to Fredrik (2016/04/22), the e-procurement process in their company is

more flexible and not complicated as they has some of their long-term cooperation

suppliers. For these suppliers, normally, they just need to place orders automatically

and directly on their e-procurement systems according to the inventory level, then the

related data information will appear in the supplier’s internal systems. After a

confirmation with their company about relevant items such as products’ quantities,

expire date, delivery time etc., the products will be delivered in a real time. On the

contrary, for these suppliers who are still have not use e-procurement, ERT Godies

place their order by phone or email. It is of course with less volume of products.

4.3.1 RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by

adopting e-procurement ?

4.3.1.1 Cost Savings

ERT Godies has adopted e-procurement solution for more than three years.

Transaction costs are reduced moderately compared with past without e-procurement

adoption. That is because they can place orders more quickly and certainly, and thus

have the reasons to negotiate a lower price with their suppliers, particularly when the

orders are a lot. Obviously, through implementing e-procurement, ERT Godies do not

need many workers to deal with their transactions affairs as most of them are

automatic and flexible. Transaction costs could be reduced about 20% compared with

the past (Fredrik, 2016/04/22). Fridrik (2016/04/22) thinks maverick spending is as

same as before, which is not reduced as they just play the role of food wholesaler, not

many stuff needs a heavy volumes by e-procurement. Administrative costs are saved a

lot after e-procurement adoption. In the past, ERT Godies needed to spend the costs

such as phone charges and manual labors for paper work in the process of

procurement. Currently, e-procurement adoption can save these costs to some extent.

http://www.ertgodies.se).
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4.3.1.2 Better management and control of suppliers

According to Fredrik (2016/04/22), e-procurement adoption can bring their suppliers

together and makes the purchasing process simplified indeed. Sometimes, they can

even recognize the good quality suppliers after once cooperation according to the data

from e-procurement system. Also, they are able to cancel the cooperation with those

suppliers who are not reliable.

4.3.1.3 Better communication and information flow

Fredrik (2016/04/22) states that ERT Godies have good relationship with most of their

suppliers. For instance, Coca-cola company is their big supplier who has a complete

e-procurement system linked with theirs. Consequently, both of them can share their

information and know what the needs of their partner are in real time based on

e-procurement technologies.

4.3.1.4 Improvement of inventory level

The inventory level in ERT Godies is improved in these three year by using

e-procurement, as suggested by Fredrik (2016/04/22). Wrong ordered goods do not

happen almost. Automatic process makes the cycle time of purchase reduced

obviously.

4.3.1.5 Improvement of planning control

Fredrik (2016/04/22) thinks that the accurate data information from e-procurement

systems can better improve their demand forecasting. Because of less work in

purchasing process compared with past, they have more time to attach more

importance to the procurement strategies to save costs or find new suppliers

continually.

4.3.1.6 Improvement of process efficiency

Fredik (2016/04/22) believes that it is no doubt e-procurement improves the process

efficiency of ERT Godies. Time saving is obvious, just like talking above, they have
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more time to focus on e-procurement strategies to save costs. Moreover, making less

mistakes helps a lot for their work volumes.

4.3.1.7 The most important benefits in e-procurement adoption

Towards these six benefits in e-procurement adoption, Fredrik (2016/04/22) thinks

that cost savings and planning control are the most two important benefits for their

company with e-procurement adoption in these three years. As they can save about

40% costs with e-procurement adoption compared with past. Accurate data

information can make them better forecast demand and implement good strategies.

Both of these two factors can make their company go head with competitive

advantages.

4.3.2 RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food

wholesale companies?

4.3.2.1 E-procurement practice

According to Fredrik (2016/04/22), only direct purchases involve in e-procurement

solutions in ERT Godies. The ratio between indirect and direct purchases is thus 0%.

In ERT Godies, there are a variety of food brands. Part of the brands can be seen in

Figure 8 from the company’s website. The brands of indirect purchases for food

products include Aroma, Asba, Bako, Candit, Cloetta, Nestle, Toms, American articles

etc. Using e-procurement solution for direct purchases is because the products types

in ERT Godies, which are always various and heavy volume. With e-procurement

solution, inventory level can be better improved to avoid wrong ordered goods and

decrease cycle time of purchase. As a wholesaler, ERT Godies does not adopt

e-procurement for their indirect purchases because they do not need too much stuff for

that (Fredrik, 2016/04/22).
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Figure 8. Part of brands in ERT Godies (Source: www.ertgodies.se)

4.3.2.2 E-procurement model

Both buy-side and sell-side models involve in ERT Godies, as suggested by Fredrik

(2016/04/22). In the buy-side model, they have the internal database of their big

suppliers’ goods and services, and can connect all transactions with their purchasing

and financial systems based on web technologies. There is no desktop requisitioning

systems in ERT Godies for indirect purchases currently. As a purchaser, Fredrik

(2016/04/22) states that his tasks are measuring the costs of transactions, developing

contracts and analysis of their suppliers’ performance etc. In the sell-side model, ERT

Godies has their own webshop with all food products. Within the webshop, the retails

or other customers can order their preferred products directly through order form with

the item code and quantity (Ibid). Fredrik (2016/04/22) states that independent portal

and online trading communities are not necessary for their company as most of their

food brands are numerous, and some of them are also famous and popular, they just

need to maintain good relationship with these brand suppliers for long-term

relationship.

4.3.2.3 E-procurement approach

Although ERT Godies has adopted e-procurement solution for three years, some

related systems still unstable and incomplete enough. Currently, the company uses the

wait and see approach to make their e-procurement solution improved step by step

(Fredrik, 2016/04/22).
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4.3.3 RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with

e-procurement adoption?

4.3.3.1 Internal barriers

According to Fredrik (2016/04/22), there is almost not many obvious problems

existing on their internal organization so far with e-procurement adoption. They can

better link the related e-procurement systems with inventory system, accounting

system and human resources system etc.

4.3.3.2 External barriers

Fredrik (2016/04/22) mentions that there are still some small suppliers of ERT Godies

who cannot create internal systems to link with theirs due to lacking of capital. For

these suppliers, they often use phone or email to finish the orders. For some big

suppliers with heavy volumes of goods, it has an impact on limiting network under

technologies and further hindering the acceptance of these technologies if they do not

adopt e-procurement systems. However, this is not a barrier for ERT Godies so far as

most of their big suppliers have a internal system to link with theirs. They just look

forward to those smaller suppliers who have not implemented e-procurement solution

can try to develop systems related e-procurement. According to Fredrik (2016/04/22),

ERT Godies have good relationship with most of their big suppliers, especially with

Coca-cola, services, quality of goods, delivery capabilities can be assured well by

using e-procurement solution.

4.3.3.3Technology barriers

Fredrik (2016/04/22) thinks there is no problem of integrating e-procurement systems

with the existing internal systems such as accounting and inventory in ERT Godies.

However, they lack of an entire technical standards that can contribute to the

development of these systems based on web technologies. Also, the e-procurement

system of ERT Godies itself is not very stable enough that leads to lost the old data

about transaction information often.
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4.3.3.4 E-procurement process barriers

Some big suppliers have been cooperated with ERT Godies for several years and both

of them have been built good relationships before e-procurement adoption in 2013.

After ERT Godies adopting e-procurement solution, it is no doubt that they trust each

other in transaction by e-procurement systems. While, e-procurement operation

process barriers are just like talking above, which is unstable sometimes and the

security should be improved further more for ERT Godies, as suggested by Fredrik

(2016/04/22).

4.3.3.5 The most serious barriers in e-procurement adoption

Fredrik (2016/04/22) thinks that the most important barriers of e-procurement

adoption in ERT Godies that should be solved is the unstable systems. As it leads to

missing old data of transaction information.

4.3.4 Summary of e-procurement adoption in ERT Godies AB

According to the descriptions above, e-procurement adoption in ERT Godies AB is

summarized in Table 14.

E-procurement adoption in ERT Godies AB

RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by adopting

e-procurement ?

Cost savings - Reduce transaction costs moderately.

- Not reduce maverick spending.

- Save administrative costs a lot.

Better management and control of suppliers - Bring many suppliers together to make
purchasing process simplified.

- Recognize good quality suppliers according
to data from e-procurement systems.
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Better communication and information flow - Better communication and information
sharing with each other.

Improvement of inventory level - Wrong ordered goods do not happen almost.

- Reduce cycle time.

Improvement of planning control - Improve demand forecast.

- More time to think procurement strategies.

Improvement of process efficiency - Time savings.

- Less mistakes in the process.

The most important benefits in
e-procurement adoption

- Cost savings.

- Planning control.

RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food wholesale

companies?

E-procurement practice - Direct purchases for many products.

- No indirect purchases.

E-procurement model - Buy-side model.

- Sell-side model (own webshop).

E-procurement approach - Wait and see approach to make
improvement step by step.

RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with

e-procurement adoption?

Internal barriers - No internal barriers.

External barriers - No e-procurement systems connection with
some small or even one or two big suppliers.

Technology barriers - Lack of an entire technical standards.

- Unstable e-procurement systems.

E-procurement process barriers - Unstable systems lead to lacking of security.

The most serious barriers in e-procurement - Unstable e-procurement systems.
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adoption

Table 14. Summary of e-procurement adoption in ERT Godies
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5 Data analysis

This chapter is associated with the analysis of empirical data from three Swedish food

wholesale companies. According to three research questions in this thesis, all of items

of benefits, strategies and barriers in e-procurement adoption are analyzed and

compared together among these three companies, which is in order to find the study

results of current status of e-procurement adoption in Swedish food wholesale

companies.

In order to present better understanding of the empirical data, three tables that are

Table 15, Table 16 and Table 17 are created for illustrating each item clearly. “Yes”

means the case company does work with the item of e-procurement benefits,

strategies or barriers. “No” means the case company does not work with the item of

e-procurement benefits, strategies or barriers. “Moderation” means the case company

does work incompletely or moderately with the item of e-procurement benefits,

strategies or barriers. “Not involving” means the case company does not involve in

the item of e-procurement benefits, strategies or barriers currently.

5.1 RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by

adopting e-procurement ?

Benefits

Companies Migyston Group AB

Case 1

Växjö PartiaffärAB

Case 2

ERT Godies

Case 3

Cost savings

- Transaction costs

- Maverick spending

- Administrative costs

No

No

Moderation

No

Moderation

Yes

Moderation

No

Yes

Better management
and control of
suppliers

Yes Not involving Yes

Better
communication and

Moderation Moderation Yes
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information flow

Improvement of
inventory level

No Yes Yes

Improvement of
planning control

Yes Yes Yes

Improvement of
process efficiency

Yes Yes Yes

The most important
benefits in
e-procurement
adoption

Planing control Time savings Cost savings

Planning control

Table 15. Benefits of e-procurement adoption in three case companies

5.1.1 Cost savings

Transaction costs

In general terms,, transaction costs can be decreased by utilizing e-procurement.

Prices negotiation and reduction are the reasons of costs fall precipitously in

transaction through e-procurement adoption. Reducing labor costs in the purchasing

process and increasing purchase volume can lead to low price and better negotiation

with suppliers. That is because suppliers are more likely to reduce the price of their

products as long as they are sure of transaction from buyer company (Parida et al.,

2006). In empirical data, transaction costs of both case 1 Migyston Group and case 2

Växjö Partiaffär are not decreased through e-procurement adoption. That is because

Migyston group is only the first year to use e-procurement and the systems are

immature so far. While, Växjö Partiaffär still needs to call their suppliers frequently

about goods quality in the process of transaction with e-procurement solution. As for

case 3 ERT Godies, transaction costs are reduced moderately about 20% compared

with past with quick and certain orders, which can have reasons to come up with a

lower price to the suppliers.

Maverick spending
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E-procurement can reduce maverick spending as a result of increasing bargaining

power via establishing contracts with preferred suppliers. That could probably lead to

a discounted price, which potentially reduce around 20%, as research indicated (Tatsis

et al., 2006). For maverick spending of the empirical data, only case 2 Växjö

Partiaffär saves a little bit by purchasing refrigerators, containers, packing bags etc.

with e-procurement systems. Bargaining power can be achieved by establishing

contracts and systems with these suppliers. However, this does not make sense for

both case 1 Migyston Group and case 3 ERT Godies since no heavy volumes for

indirect items need to be bought through e-procurement for them.

Administrative costs

It has been reported that companies can save up to 42% with less paperwork by

implementing e-procurement (Parida et al., 2006). Also, the automatic e-procurement

system can reduce the costs from data errors and inaccuracies of manual processes

(Tatsis et al., 2006). All of these three case companies can almost perceive the

reduction of their administrative costs with e-procurement adoption. Costs in data

errors and inaccuracies of manual process are reduced except paperwork in case 1

Migyston Group as not all procurement data are put into database of e-procurement

systems. However, both the costs generated from data errors and paperwork are

reduced obviously in case 2 Växjö Partiaffär. Through e-procurement adoption in case

3 ERT Godies for three years, costs of phones charges and paperwork are saved a lot

compared with past when they did not implement e-procurement solutions.

5.1.2 Better management and control of suppliers

E-procurement simplifies the purchasing process through bringing different suppliers

together and make them accessible in an e-platform. It is easy for buyers better to

manage and control of the suppliers they need (Toktaş-Palut et al., 2014). In both case

1 Migyston Group and case 3 ERT Godies, they can better manage and control of

suppliers. Migyston Group can not only utilize e-procurement solutions to place

orders with multiple suppliers meanwhile, but also make no the mistake almost in this
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process. ERT Godies is able to bring the suppliers together and make the purchasing

process simplified, and also recognize and choose good quality suppliers according to

the data from e-procurement systems. As for case 2 Växjö Partiaffär, it is hard to say

if it is better management and control of suppliers by e-procurement solution, since

the unique supplier with e-procurement solution with theirs is the headquarter who

can do everything in business well for them.

5.1.3 Better communication and information flow

Through e-procurement, buyers and suppliers are able to better share information in

real time to build specification that adds value to resulting products, and build good

relationship (Parida et al., 2006). This can make sense within one organization or

multiple organizations (Salkute, 2013). Among these three companies, only case 3

ERT Godies perceive better communication and information with e-procurement

adoption completely as they have good relationship with most of their suppliers who

are willing to communicate friendly and share critical information with the company.

However, both case 1 Migyston Group and case 2 Växjö Partiaffär have good

information flow through the linkage of their e-procurement systems but do not work

well in communication. Some monopoly suppliers in Migyston Groupare are always

impatient to communicate with them about problems in the process of transaction by

e-procurement solution. While, Växjö Partiaffär have to talk with their supplier by

phone at any moment about fresh goods quality.

5.1.4 Improvement of inventory level

Inventory level can be reduced significantly by e-procurement solutions due to no

problems existing such as wrong ordered products or stock outs etc (Parida et al.,

2006). According to Toktaş-Palut et al. (2014), standardized procedures and

automated inventory control make inventory operations easier to be adjusted,

upgraded and managed with e-procurement adoption (Ibid). The workflow and

automation facilities of e-procurement enable companies to reduce the cycle time of

purchase, which can reduce the requirements of stocking, bring with it a reduction in
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inventory level and costs concerning them (Tatsis et al., 2006). After adopting

e-procurement solution, inventory level is improved in both case 2 Växjö Partiaffär

and case 3 ERT Godies. There are almost no problems such as stocks-out, wrong

products codes or delivery time etc. in Växjö Partiaffär, although with a large number

of various fresh products. Wrong ordered goods also do not happen almost and cycle

time of purchase is reduced in ERT Godies. Unfortunately, inventory level is

important for case 1 Migyston Group but it is always difficult for them to gain

accurate inventory information without database support shared from some of big

suppliers in e-procurement systems.

5.1.5 Improvement of planning control

E-procurement systems can provide accurate information of actual expenditure with

suppliers and products categories, which are fundamental input for control and

planning. Moreover, research has illustrated that purchasing staff spend more time on

strategies and less time on operational tasks when a company involves in

e-procurement (Tatsis et al., 2006). Planning control by e-procurement solution is

improved in all of these three case companies. E-procurement solution helps case 1

Migyston Group have a better planning and estimation of future changes. Accurate

records of transaction data information is helpful for case 2 Växjö Partiaffär to

forecast the goods demands. For case 3 ERT Godies, not only e-procurement solution

makes the company have more accurate demand forecasting, but also can it save time

for procurement strategies.

5.2.6 Improvement of process efficiency

According to Toktaş-Palut et al. (2014), process efficiency can be better improved in

the aspects of bureaucracy and redundancy, decision making, supply chain

transparency, minimization of errors in the process, real-time and on-line reporting,

quick response to problem via real-time information, as well as time savings (Ibid).

E-procurement solutions make sense for improving process efficiency in all of the

three case companies. Case 1 Migyston Group has regular scheduled time planning
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for checking and updating the purchasing data, which makes their transaction

planning be in perfect order. Time savings are obvious for both case 2 Växjö Partiaffär

and case 3 ERT Godies by e-procurement solution.

5.2.7 The most important benefits in e-procurement adoption

The most important benefits that case 1 Migyston Group can obtain is improvement

of planning control after e-procurement adoption. It is efficient to plan for offering a

variety of products with right quantity and correct time to customers, which can

continuously strength the company’s competitive ability and good brand image to

customers. Time savings is perceived as the most important benefits in case 2 Växjö

Partiaffär. Both planning control and cost savings are the most two important benefits

in case 3 ERT Godies by e-procurement adoption. Costs can be saved 40%, and

accurate data information can better forecast demands and implement strategies.

5.2 RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food

wholesale companies?

Strategies

Companies Migyston GroupAB

Case 1

Växjö PartiaffärAB

Case 2

ERT Godies AB

Case 3

Practice

- Direct purchases

- Indirect purchases

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Model

- Buy-side model

- Sell-side model

- Independent portal
& Online trading
communities

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Approach

- Wait and see Yes Yes Yes
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approach

- Observation
without
experimentation
approach

- Aggressive
approach

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Table 16. E-procurement strategies in three case companies

5.2.1 E-procurement practice

Both case 1 Migyston Group and case 2 Växjö Partiaffär involve in direct and indirect

purchases with e-procurement solutions. As for case 3 ERT Godies, only direct

purchases involve in e-procurement solution.

Direct purchases

Direct procurement involves in the procurement of raw materials or components etc.

(Hawking et al., 2004). According to Parida et al. (2006), direct purchases aim at

external customers to purchase largely unpredictable products or services on the basis

of the companies’ current demands. The direct purchases in Migyston Group are

mainly from some famous brand food products in Sweden, and the percentages of

these direct items are always changeable, which depends on the customers’ demands.

Using e-procurement solutions in famous brand food is because most of these

suppliers adopt e-procurement systems to connect with their customers. In order to

have a smooth cooperation, Migyton Group uses e-procurement solution for direct

items. In Växjö Partiaffär, direct purchases are often fresh foods occupied about 70%

of the total e-procurement, which are bought automatically from the big supplier. It is

different strategic perspective compared with Migyston Group, Växjö Partiaffär uses

e-procurement solution for these products due to the demands of their headquarter,

who have several subsidiaries need to manage with e-procurement systems. As for

case 3 ERT Godies, direct items are always a variety of candy, soft drinks and

chocolates etc with heavy volumes. ERT Godie uses direct purchases with
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e-procurement solution as a strategy because large volumes and various types of

products need to have good inventory level to eliminate problems of wrong ordered

goods and reduce the cycle time of purchase.

Indirect purchases

Indirect procurement refers to the procurement of non-production services and goods

such as printing, office suppliers, casual labor and advertising etc. (Hawking et al.,

2004). It mainly concentrates upon internal customers, which are driven internally and

have smaller order size compared to direct purchases (Parida et al., 2006). As a result

of equipment that is the unique indirect item in case 1 Migyston Group bought by

e-procurement solution, most of indirect items are still labor-intensive and

paper-prone. The reason for purchasing equipment by e-procurement solution is that it

is always expensive without long-term and contracted equipment suppliers. For other

indirect items, email or phone can have stronger bargaining power than e-procurement.

While, indirect items with e-procurement solution in case 2 Växjö Partiaffär are

always these stuff such as refrigerators, containers and packing bags, which are

around 30% in the company’s e-procurement. In the strategic perspective, these stuff

are always expensive and vast that e-procurement solution can save maverick

spending moderately. Both of these two have same character that the expensive

indirect items lead to utilization of e-procurement solution. Case 3 ERT Godies does

not adopt e-procurement for indirect purchases due to few demands for this.

5.2.2 E-procurement model

In three models of e-procurement solution, all of the companies adopt both buy-side

and sell-side strategies, but not participate in independent portal or online trading

communities.

Buy-side model

In the buy-side model, the buyer maintains the internal catalogs and databases of their

suppliers’ goods and services, and links all transactions with the organization’s
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financial and purchasing systems. Although the seller provides information of their

products, availability, prices, services etc., the buyer as a host that needs to be

responsible for remaining all information up to date (Neef, 2001). The buy-side

desktop requisitioning resides both on the user’s desktop and a company’s intranet,

and allows employees directly to purchase items with approved catalogs online

automatically (Simon, 2013). It reduces greatly maverick buying, allows employees to

buy indirect goods with using prearranged purchase agreements, and provides for

audit trail and accurate record of indirect spending (Neef, 2001). In the buy-side

applications, professional buyers and procurement managers also need to set

parameters, measure costs of transactions, analyze supplier performance, develop

contracts, and understand the total costs of procurement (Ibid).

In the buy-side model of case 1 Migyston Group, e-procurement systems are linked

with many suppliers’ who have long-term relationships with the company.

Furthermore, Migyston Group are continuously seeking for other preferred suppliers

who can provide the same types of products as the company’s existing suppliers. This

strategy can better form fierce competitions among these suppliers and consequently

improve the bargaining power. In the buy-side of case 2 Växjö Partiaffär, it is as same

as Migyston Group that e-procurement systems can be linked with most critical

suppliers. But it includes a desktop requisitioning system for indirect purchases. In the

buy-side of case 3 ERT Godies, database from the big suppliers can connect all

transactions with purchasing and financial systems based on web technologies. The

purchasers primarily measure the costs of transaction, develop contracts and analyze

the suppliers’ performances. Among these three companies, all of them links the

e-procurement systems with their important suppliers.

Sell-side model

According to Simon (2013), in the seller-side of one-to-many model, sellers have their

own websites that can allow any buyers to browse and purchase the goods online with

real-time and contract-specific buying. The applications usually include tools for
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developing and maintaining electronic product catalogs, as well as transaction support

for order entry from customers (Ibid). All of the three case companies have webshops

from the sell-side perspective. The sell-side model of case 1 Migyston Group links the

e-procurement systems with agency companies for simplifying the transaction process.

In the sell-side of case 2 Växjö Partiaffär, retails from restaurants or supermarkets can

log in the webshop of the company to choose what products they want automatically

according to the categories online. In the sell-side of case 3 ERT Godies, webshop is

an efficient way that can be available by retails for placing orders online.

Independent portal and online trading communities

The independent portal site is a place where multiple sellers and buyers can meet and

transact all kinds of business electronically through a single point of integration.

Normally, the activities include browsing catalogs, placing orders (or bidding under

the case of auctions online), and payments (Neef, 2001). Independent portal and

online trading communities are not a necessity for case 1 ERT Godies, since the

current goods brand are enough for the company’s business and what they need to do

is to maintain good relationships with these suppliers. Not only ERT Godies does not

participate in activities in independent portal and online trading communities, but also

do the other two companies also not involve in this.

5.2.3 E-procurement approach

The majority of companies about 70 percentages who adopt wait and see approach are

either aware of the developments but are not committing resources, or selective

investments until the applicable e-procurement models are identified. Companies

about 4 percentages are using a passive strategy called observation without

experimentation for their e-procurement. This strategy depends on how quickly the

organizations can learn and absorb the e-procurement technologies with no

developing the “ absorptive capacity” that the wait-and-see organizations are more

likely to be creating (Davila et al., 2003). There are a moderate number of companies

that are adopting the aggressive approach for e-procurement technologies. In other
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words, these companies invest significantly in e-procurement technologies to make

them stand on a competitive lead (3 percentages), or move fast into e-procurement

solutions (24 percentages). This kind of strategy can be treated as a riskier, since no

well-defined solution exists and these companies might bet on the wrong technology

finally. All the three companies adopt wait and see approach for their e-procurement

solutions (Ibid).

Case 1 Migyston Group uses this approach for dealing with their competitors and new

types of procurement possibilities. Case 2 Växjö Partiaffär utilizes this approach due

to special business of fresh foods that man power still needs to deal with information

of goods quality, and some local suppliers who need to be waited to see if it is worth

investing in e-procurement technologies continuously. Case 3 ERT Godies need to

improve the company’s e-procurement solution step by step by wait and see approach.

In addition to wait and see approach, Migyston Group also adopt aggressive approach,

which they take risk of investing new technologies for building new competitive

power.

5.3 RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with

e-procurement adoption?

Barriers

Companies Migyston GroupAB

Case 1

Växjö PartiaffärAB

Case 2

ERT Godies AB

Case 3

Internal barriers Yes No No

External barriers Yes Yes Yes

Technology barriers Yes Yes Yes

E-procurement
process barriers

No No Yes

The most serious
barriers in
e-procurement

Low assurances
with problems such
as suppliers

Two e-procurement
systems with
overlapped

Unstable
e-procurement
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adoption standards, services,
qualities and
delivery capabilities

functions systems

Table 17. Barriers of e-procurement adoption in three case companies

5.3.1 Internal barriers

From an internal perspective, organizations are uncertain about whether their

resources can implement the e-procurement solutions appropriately. Implementing the

e-procurement solutions needs not only that the system itself performs the purchasing

process successfully, but also to integrate with the existing infrastructure of

information (Davila et al., 2003). Both case 2 Växjö Partiaffär and case 3 ERT Godies

do not have internal barriers by e-procurement adoption. They can better integrate

with their companies’ inventory system, accounting systems, human resources etc.

However, case 1 Migyston Group has just begin with e-procurement solution under

one year, some problems still exist between the systems and infrastructure of

information such as the linkage of systems.

5.3.2 External barriers

External constituencies have to create internal systems that promote the

communications via electronic means (Davila et al., 2003). Ideally, suppliers provide

e-catalogues with formats according to customers’ requirements, custom pricing, or

special contractual agreements. Also, the updates will send to customers on a regular

basis. However, some suppliers could be hesitant and even unable to satisfy the

demands in the case of no guarantees of future revenue streams. Lack of critical

suppliers accessible via the companies’ e-procurement systems may limit the effects

of network under these technologies and further hinder the acceptance and adoption of

technologies. Cooperation of external parties also needs new customers and suppliers

to satisfy the business criteria, which companies have set to accept them in the

networks. This is because some business models concerning e-procurement

technologies (such as consortia, exchanges and auctions) that the buyers have not
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transacted business previously, organizations should create the mechanism to provide

buyers with assurances of their services, qualities and delivery capabilities (Ibid).

In external barriers, all of the three case companies has the problems associated with

no connection of e-procurement systems with some of their suppliers. Local suppliers

of case 2 Växjö Partiaffär cannot develop internal systems to promote their

e-procurement business due to lacking of capital for investment or thinking its

uselessness. Nevertheless, this problem does not have an impact on Växjö Partiaffär’s

business. As same as Växjö Partiaffär, it does not influence on business too much that

some of small suppliers in case 3 ERT Godies cannot develop e-procurement systems

as a result of no extra capital. However, when it comes to the big suppliers who do not

adopt e-procurement but with heavy volumes of goods, it has an impact on limiting

network and hindering the usages of technologies. Except the same problem about

connection of e-procurement systems with some suppliers, case 1 Migyston Group

with e-procurement adoption also exists the external barrier related to low assurances

with problems such as suppliers’ standards, services, qualities or delivery capabilities,

which do not happen in both Växjö Partiaffär and ERT Godies.

5.3.3 Technology barriers

Organizations fear the lack of an accepted standard and a clear understanding of

which e-procurement technologies better suit the demands of each company. They

always have technology barriers such as problems integrating with existing systems,

lacking of common standards for e-commerce software development, lacking of

suppliers accessible through the organization’s e-procurement systems, no enough

suppliers to create in a liquid marketplace, suppliers who reticent to participate in

selling environments (Davila et al.,2003). All of the three companies have technology

barrier more or less with e-procurement adoption. Case 1 Migyston Group needs to

improve some e-procurement technologies such as performance system, purchasing

systems and order systems. Two e-procurement systems with overlapped functions

exists in case 2 Växjö Partiaffär. Consequently, the company has to integrate the two
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with a complete one. As for case 3 ERT Godies, no problems are like Migyston Group

and Växjö Partiaffär but they lack of an entire technical standards that can contribute

to the development of the internal systems.

5.3.4 E-procurement process barriers

Generally, e-procurement systems develop two types of risks and uncertainty, which

can hold back e-procurement adoption. Uncertainty not only associates with risks of

online transactions’ security but also with the distrust of e-procurement users in the

process of transferring important organizational data via the Internet and in data

sharing with the third party (Sigala, 2005). In addition to case 3 ERT Godies that the

e-procurement systems are unstable occasionally, case 1 Migyston Group and case 2

Växjö Partiaffärthe do not have e-procurement process barriers currently, such as risks

of online transactions’ security or distrust of e-procurement users.

5.4 Summary of data analysis

According to the detail analysis above, a total summary of current e-procurement

adoption in three Swedish food wholesale companies is illustrated on Table 18.

Items

Company Migyston Group AB

Case 1

1-year e-procurement

adoption

Växjö PartiaffärAB

Case 2

3-year e-procurement

adoption

ERTGodies AB

Case 3

More than 3-year

e-procurement adoption

RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by adopting e-procurement ?
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Cost savings

- Transaction costs

- Maverick spending

- Administrative costs

Not reduced.

- The first year to adopt
e-procurement systems
immaturely.

Not reduced.

- No heavy volumes (except
equipment) for indirect
items need to be bought by
e-procurement solution.

Reduced.

- Cost in data errors and
inaccuracies of manual
process are reduced except
paper work.

Not reduced.

- Still need to call suppliers
frequently about goods
quality in the process of
transaction.

Reduced moderately.

- Purchasing indirect items
that are expensive or vast
volume.

Reduced.

- Both costs generated from
data errors and paperwork
are reduced obviously.

Reduced.

- Reduced about 20%
compared with past with
quick and certain orders.

Not reduced.

- No heavy volumes for
indirect items need to be
bought by e-procurement
solution.

Reduced.

- Costs of phones charges
and paperwork are saved a
lot compared with past.

Better management and
control of suppliers

Better management.

- Place orders with multiple
suppliers meanwhile.

- Make no mistake almost in
the transaction process.

Not involving.

- The unique supplier with
e-procurement solution is
the headquarter who can do
everything well in business
well for the company.

Better management.

- Bring the suppliers
together and make the
purchasing process
simplified

- Recognize and choose
good quality suppliers
according to data from
e-procurement systems.
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Better communication and
information flow

Only good information
flow.

- Some monopoly suppliers
are always impatient to
communicate with the
company about problems in
the process of transaction
by e-procurement solution.

Only good information
flow.

- Still have to use phone to
explain about fresh products
quality at any moment.

Better communication &
information flow.

- Good relationship with
most of suppliers who are
willing to communicate
friendly and share critical
information with the
company.

Improvement of inventory
level

Not improved.

- Difficult to obtain accurate
inventory information
without database support
shared from some big
suppliers.

Improved.

- No problems with
stocks-out, wrong products
codes and delivery time.

Improved.

- No problems with wrong
ordered goods.

- Cycle time is reduced.

Improvement of planning
control

Improved.

- Better planning and
estimation of future changes

Improved.

- Better forecast goods
demands.

Improved.

- Better forecast goods
demands.

- More time for
procurement strategies.

Improvement of process
efficiency

Improved.

- Regular scheduled time
plans for checking and
updating the purchasing
data.

Improved.

- Obvious time savings.

Improved.

- Obvious time savings.

The most important
benefits in e-procurement
adoption

Improvement of planning
control.

- Plan for offering various
products with right quantity
and correct time to
customers.

Time savings. Improvement of planning
control & Cost savings.

- Save costs 40%.

- Better forecast demands.

RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food wholesale companies?
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Practice

- Direct purchases

- Indirect purchases

Items: brand food products
in Sweden.

- Using e-procurement
solutions is in order to
cooperate smoothly ,
because most of brand food
suppliers use e-procurement
systems to connect with the
customers.

Items: equipment.

- Using e-procurement
solution is because
equipment is always
expensive without
long-term and contracted
equipment suppliers.

- Other indirect items are
still labor-intensive and
paper-prone but have
stronger bargaining power
than e-procurement.

Items: Fresh foods.

- Using e-procurement
solution due to the
requirement of headquarter.

Items: refrigerators,
containers & packing bags.

- Using e-procurement
solution is because these
stuff are expensive or vast
volumes.

Items: Sweet foods.

- Using e-procurement
solution is because large
volumes and various types
of goods need to have good
inventory level to eliminate
problems of wrong ordered
products & reduce the cycle
time of purchase.

No usage of e-procurement
solution for indirect items
due to few demands.

Model

- Buy-side model - Link e-procurement
systems with many
suppliers who have
long-term relationships with
the company.

- Continuously seeking for
other preferred suppliers
who can provide the same
types of products as the
company’s existing

- Link e-procurement
systems with critical
suppliers who have
long-term relationships with
the company.

- Have desktop
requisitioning systems for
indirect purchases.

- Link e-procurement
systems with big suppliers
and obtaining database.

- Measuring the costs of
transaction, developing
contacts & analyzing the
suppliers’ performance.
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- Sell-side model

- Independent portal &
Online trading communities

suppliers.

Customer: agency
companies.

- Have webshop for
customers to purchase
automatically.

Not participant.

Customer: restaurants &
supermarkets.

- Have webshop for
customers to purchase
automatically.

Not participant.

Customer: retails.

- Have webshop for
customers to purchase
automatically.

Not participant.

Approach

- Wait and see approach

- Observation without
experimentation approach

- Aggressive approach

- For dealing with
competitors and new types
of procurement of
possibilities.

No adoption.

- Take risk of investing new
technologies for building
new competitive power.

- Still need man power to
deal with information of
goods quality.

- Some local suppliers who
need to be waited to see if it
is worth investing in
e-procurement technologies
continuously.

No adoption.

No adoption.

- Need to improve the
company’s e-procurement
solution step by step.

No adoption.

No adoption.

RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with e-procurement adoption?

Internal barriers - Barriers exist between the
systems and infrastructure
of information.

- No barriers so far. - No barriers as far.
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External barriers - Some suppliers cannot
develop e-procurement
solutions due to lacking of
capital, but which has little
influence on business.

- Low insurances with
problems such as standards,
services, qualities or
delivery capabilities.

- Local suppliers cannot
develop e-procurement
solutions due to lacking of
capital or thinking its
uselessness, but which has
little influence on business.

- Some small suppliers
cannot develop
e-procurement solutions due
to lacking of capital, but
which has little influence on
business.

- Big suppliers who do not
adopt e-procurement but
with heavy volumes
influence on limiting
network and hindering the
usage of technologies.

Technology barriers - Need to improve some
e-procurement technologies
(eg. Performance systems,
purchasing systems & order
systems)

- Two e-procurement
systems with overlapped
functions are needed to be
integrated with a complete
one.

- Lack of an entire technical
standards that can
contribute to the
development of the internal
systems.

E-procurement process
barriers

- No barriers. - No barriers. - Unstable e-procurement
systems.

The most serious barriers
in e-procurement adoption

- Low assurances with
problems such as suppliers
standards, services and
delivery capabilities.

- Two e-procurement
systems with overlapped
functions.

- Unstable e-procurement
systems.

Table 18. A total summary of e-procurement adoption in three case companies

5.5 Contribution of knowledge

According to the theory area and analysis discussion, a comparison between theories

and the results of “ No” with e-procurement adoption in Swedish food wholesale

companies is summarized in Table 19 in order to contribute to and develop existing

knowledge.
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E-procurement

items

Comparison Theories Contribution of knowledge:

The results of “No” with

e-procurement adoption in

Swedish food wholesale

companies

Benefits in e-procurement adoption

Cost savings - Prices negotiation and reduction
are the reasons of costs fall
precipitously in transaction through
e-procurement adoption.

- Controlling over maverick
spending.

- Reduction of administrative costs,
eg. less paperwork and manual
labors.

- Immature systems cannot make
transaction costs saved.

- Special industry that needs to use
phone as assistant tool of
e-procurement systems.

- Most of the companies do not
purchase heavy volumes of indirect
items.

Support theories.

Better management and control of
suppliers

- Bringing different suppliers
together and make them accessible
in an e-platform.

- Fierce competitions among these
suppliers enable buyers to obtain the
best quality and price of products,
and streamline the negotiations and
contracting process with enhanced
communication and transparency.

- The main suppliers are the
companies’ headquarters, so the part
will not involve in.

Better communication and
information flow

- Better sharing information in real
time to build specification that adds
value to resulting products, and
building good relationship with
partners.

- The companies could only have
better information flow but bad
communications.

Improvement of inventory level - Standardized procedures and
automated inventory control make
inventory operations easier to be

- Difficult to obtain accurate
inventory information without
database support shared from some
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adjusted, upgraded and managed. big suppliers.

Improvement of planning control - Providing accurate information of
actual expenditure with suppliers
and products categories, which are
fundamental input for control and
planning.

Support theories

Improvement of process efficiency - Bureaucracy and redundancy

- Decision making

- Supply chain transparency

- Minimization of errors in the
process

- Real-time and on-line reporting

- Quick response to problem

- Time savings

Support theories throughout the
findings in empirical data and
analysis.

E-procurement strategies

E-procurement practice

Direct purchases

Indirect purchases

- Involve in the procurement of raw
materials or components etc.

- Aim at external customers to
purchase largely unpredictable
products or services on the basis of
the companies’ current demands.

-The procurement of non-production
services and goods such as printing,
office suppliers, casual labor and
advertising etc.

- Concentrate upon internal
customer, which are driven internally
and have smaller order size
compared to direct purchases.

- Support theories

- Generally, except some expensive
or vast volumes of indirect items,
most of other stuff are not used to
purchase by e-procurement
solutions.
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E-procurement model

Buy-side of one-to-many model

Sell-side of one-to-many model

Independent portal and online &
Trading communities

- The buyer maintains the internal
catalogs and databases of many
suppliers’ goods and services, and
links all transactions with the
organization’s financial and
purchasing systems.

- The seller has their own website
that can allow any buyers to browse
and purchase the goods online with
real-time and contract-specific
buying.

- The seller makes the catalogs
available to e-markets through
Internet links or actual contracts in
order to list as “preferred suppliers”.

- A place where multiple sellers and
buyers can meet and transact all
kinds of business electronically
through a single point of integration.

Support theories

Support theories

- Not involving due to industry type.

E-procurement approach

Wait and see approach

Observation without
experimentation approach

- Companies are either aware of the
developments but are not
committing resources, or selective
investments until the applicable
e-procurement models are identified.

- Depends on how quickly the
organizations can learn and absorb
the e-procurement technologies with
no developing the “ absorptive
capacity” that the wait-and-see
organizations are more likely to be

Support theories

- No companies adopt with this
approach.
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Aggressive approach

creating.

- These companies invest
significantly in e-procurement
technologies to make them stand on
a competitive lead , or move fast into
e-procurement solutions.

- Less used

E-procurement barriers

Internal barriers - Uncertain about whether
companies’ resources can implement
the e-procurement solutions
appropriately.

- No internal barriers if the company
has used e-procurement solution for
three years or more than three years.

External barriers - External constituencies have to
create internal systems that promote
the communications via electronic
means.

- Some suppliers are hesitant and
even unable to satisfy the demands
in the case of no guarantees of future
revenue streams.

- Lack of critical suppliers accessible
via the companies’ e-procurement
systems may limit the effects of
network under these technologies
and further hinder the acceptance
and adoption of technologies.

- Low assurances concerning
suppliers’ standards, services,
qualities and delivery capabilities.

Support theories

Technology barriers - Lack of an accepted standard and a
clear understanding of which
e-procurement technologies better
suit the demands of each company.

- Problems integrating with existing
systems

- Lacking of common standards for

Support theories
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e-commerce software development

- Lacking of suppliers accessible
through the organization’s
e-procurement systems

- No enough suppliers to create in a
liquid marketplace, suppliers who
reticent to participate in selling
environments

E-procurement process strategies - Risks of online transactions’
security.

- Distrust of e-procurement users.

- No e-procurement process barriers
almost except unstable
e-procurement systems of the
company itself.

Table 19. Contribution of knowledge in this thesis
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6 Findings and conclusions

This chapter mainly states the findings and conclusions of this study. Three research

questions are answered separately according to the analysis in chapter 5. Then theory

contributions and limitations are presented. Finally, future researches are suggested

to end the thesis.

6.1 Answer to three research questions

RQ 1: What benefits can the Swedish food wholesale companies obtain by adopting

e-procurement ?

In these three Swedish food wholesale companies, administrative costs with

e-procurement adoption are almost saved for all of them. Since data errors,

inaccuracies of manual process, paperwork, phone charges etc. are reduced to some

extent with e-procurement adoption. Only more than one-year e-procurement

adoption in food wholesale companies could benefit from reducing transaction costs

or maverick spending a little bit. Suppliers seems to be better managed and controlled

through e-procurement solution for Swedish food wholesalers. Since the

e-procurement systems can bring multiple food suppliers together and make the

e-procurement process simplified. Not only there is almost no generation of mistakes

in the e-procurement transaction process, but also can the food purchasers recognize

and choose good quality suppliers according to information data in e-procurement

systems. Through e-procurement adoption, Swedish food wholesales have better

information flow with the suppliers as a result of accurate quantity of orders, items of

missing orders and standardized treatment that can be presented in e-procurement.

However, for one-year and three-year e-procurement adoption, the Swedish food

wholesales do not perceive better communications due to the ignorance by big

suppliers or business character that needs to use phone for talking. Inventory level is

improved for both three-year and more than three-year e-procurement adoption in

Swedish food wholesale companies. After using e-procurement solutions, there is no
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problems with stock-outs, wrong products codes, delivery time, wrong ordered

products, and even cycle time of purchasing is reduced. According to the analysis, it

seems good planing control can be achieved once is e-procurement adopted in

Swedish food companies. Since using the accurate data information in e-procurement

systems can better forecast customer demands. It is no doubt that e-procurement

solutions can improve process efficiency for Swedish food wholesale works,

particularly in time savings.

Towards the six benefits of e-procurement adoption in Swedish food wholesale

companies, the most important benefits with e-procurement adoption they can

perceive include planning control, time savings and cost savings. Through

e-procurement solutions, accurate data information can better forecast demands of

customers. However, cost savings could only be achieved obviously after adopting

e-procurement more than three years.

RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food

wholesale companies?

With e-procurement adoption, all of the three Swedish food wholesale companies

involve in direct purchases. The main reasons for that are in order to strengthen

cooperation with suppliers or improve the inventory level. For indirect purchases,

most of indirect items are not bought through e-procurement adoption in Swedish

food wholesale companies except some stuff that are expensive or vast volumes that

need e-procurement solution to improve bargaining power. Normally, the Swedish

food wholesalers adopt both buy-side and sell-side e-procurement models. From the

perspective of buy-side, their e-procurement systems can link with most of their

suppliers’. From the perspective of sell-side model, all of them have the webshops for

customers to purchase products online automatically. Due to the characters and roles

of business, participating in independent portal or online trading communities are not

the mainstream for food wholesalers. Wait and see approach with e-procurement

adoption are more attractive for Swedish food wholesalers from a strategic
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perspective. Aggressive approach could be used for the food wholesale companies

that are in development stage.

RQ 3: What are the barriers currently faced by Swedish food wholesalers with

e-procurement adoption?

After adopting e-procurement, there is almost no internal barrier existing in Swedish

food wholesale companies as long as it has been adopted for more than one year that

the e-procurement systems are immature to connect with other information systems.

From the perspective of external e-procurement, it is normal that not all Swedish food

wholesale companies can connect e-procurement systems with all of their suppliers.

Since most of these who are small or local suppliers lack of capital or are reluctant to

invest e-procurement technologies in their business. However, it is proved that this

has little impact on business for Swedish food wholesalers regardless of the time for

e-procurement adoption. The effects could be when the big suppliers who do not

adopt e-procurement but with heavy volumes, which limits the network and hinder the

usage of technologies in e-procurement. Technology barriers exist more or less in

Swedish food wholesale companies with e-procurement adoption. For instance, two

e-procurement systems with overlapped functions that need to be integrated with a

complete one, which is an existed problem currently for the Swedish food wholesale

company with three-year e-procurement adoption, or lacking of an entire technical

standards can contribute to the development of the internal systems, which is an

existed problem currently for the Swedish food wholesale company with more than

three-year e-procurement adoption. In addition to the possible unstable e-procurement

systems, there is almost no barriers in e-procurement process of Swedish food

wholesale companies.

In terms of the four aspects of e-procurement barriers, the most serious barriers for

Swedish food wholesalers could be low assurances with problems such as suppliers

standards, services or delivery capabilities, two or more systems with overlapped

functions, and unstable e-procurement systems.
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6.2 Theory contributions

According to a comparison of theories and the result of “No” with e-procurement

adoption in Swedish food wholesale companies, some theories can be contributed as

followings.

E-procurement systems with less time experience cannot make the transaction costs

reduced for Swedish food wholesalers. Fresh food wholesale companies in Sweden

need assistant tools such as phone to finish their procurement under e-procurement

solutions. Most Swedish food wholesale companies do not need e-procurement

solutions to buy indirect items with less volumes. Better management and control of

suppliers cannot involve in this for the special food wholesale companies that the

main suppliers are their headquarters who do everything well for their cooperation.

Swedish food wholesalers with e-procurement solution cannot have better

communications with the suppliers sometimes. Inventory level will also not be

improved without database shared from some big suppliers. Independent portal and

online trading communities that are not attended by food wholesalers due to industry

type. Swedish food wholesalers do not consider observation without experimentation

approach is a feasible strategies in e-procurement adoption. Internal barriers might

exist when the Swedish food wholesale companies adopt e-procurement solutions for

three years or more than three years.

Overall, the thesis has filled the gap of study that no research related to e-procurement

benefits in Swedish food wholesale companies so far. Through the studying, it is clear

what reasons forced and attract Swedish food wholesale companies to adopt

e-procurement solutions, and what specific benefits these companies can obtain with

e-procurement adoption. This can also be a reference for other similar companies that

still have not adopted or plan to adopt e-procurement solutions. Moreover, the gap of

study that no research being conducted on what e-procurement barriers the Swedish

food wholesalers are facing today has been filled also.
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6.3 Limitations

Due to the restrictions of time and financial resources, only three case companies are

contacted and interviewed successfully as the data sources of this thesis. For the three

case companies, time period with e-procurement adoption is one year, three years and

more than three year respectively, which may limit the possibility of generating more

detail even different results with different time periods with e-procurement adoption

in this study. For instance, there could be a tendency that cost savings are the most

important benefits that Swedish food wholesalers can obtain as long as e-procurement

solution is adopted with a long time experience.

6.4 Suggestions for future research

The study of e-procurement adoption in Swedish food wholesaler companies is

mainly from the perspective of buy side. One avenue for future research could be

from the perspective of sell side in this area. In addition, e-procurement adoption

could be studied in the perspective of food manufacturers in Sweden. As mentioned in

6.3, the more different time periods of e-procurement adoption study, the more detail

or different results could be generated. For future research, it is possible to add with

more cases on this study.
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Appendix I: Interview guide

Company profile

 Company name:

 Name of the respondent and position:

 Year of the companies establishment:

 Year of beginning e-procurement adoption:

 Products:

 Number of employees:

Overview questions

- What is the normal e-procurement process in your company?

RQ 1: What benefits can be obtained through adopting e-procurement in
Swedish food wholesale companies?

 Cost savings

- When did your company begin to adopt e-procurement solution? At the
establishment or in the midway?

Are transaction costs reduced by using e-procurement in your company and why
( like labor cost, volume increase)? How many the saving percentages could be
compared with past?

- How do you feel about your company’s maverick spending by e-procurement
adoption? Is it reduced?

- Do you think administrative costs are reduced through e-procurement in your
company? Why? (eg. less paperwork and manual labors)

 Better management and control of suppliers

- Do you think e-procurement can better manage and control of your suppliers?
Why?

 Better communication and information flow

- What do you feel about information flow between your company and suppliers,
has this been influenced by e-procurement adoption?

 Improvement of inventory level

- Do you perceive better inventory level as a benefit with e-procurement
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implementation? Why?

 Improvement of planning control

- Do you think e-procurement solution can improve planning control in your
company? Why?

 Improvement of process efficiency

- How do you feel about improvement of process efficiency by e-procurement
adoption?

 General questions

- What are the most important benefits through e-procurement adoption among
these six benefits?

- Except these six, is there any other benefits you would like to add?

RQ 2: How can the e-procurement strategies be characterized in Swedish food
wholesale companies?

 E-procurement practice

- Which practice do your company use for e- procurement solution, indirect
purchases, direct purchases or both of them? Why or why not?

- What are these indirect or direct items in your company with e-procurement
solution?

- What’s the ratio between indirect and direct purchases in your company?

 E-procurement model

- What is e-procurement model of your company, buy side, sell side or both of
them? How does them work?

- Do your company participant in independent portal or trading communities
which only focus on food or cut cross the industry? Why or why not?

 E-procurement approach

- What is the current e-procurement strategic approach of your company? Wait
and see approach, observation without experimentation approach, or aggressive
approach?

- Why do your company adopt this approach?

RQ 3: What are the barriers of e-procurement adoption facing by Swedish food
wholesalers currently?
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 Internal barriers

- What are the internal barriers currently faced by your company with
e-procurement adoption? (such as connection with other internal systems)

 External barriers

- Are there any of your external partners who still cannot create internal systems
to promote your e-procurement business? Why?

- Are there any suppliers your company preferred but who are hesitant or even
unable to have a complete e-procurement system to link yours?

- Do you think lacking of critical suppliers accessible by the companies’
e-procurement systems will limit the effects of network under technologies and
further hinder the acceptance and adoption of technologies? Why?

- Do your company have low assurances about suppliers’ standards, services,
qualities and delivery capabilities? Why?

- Are there any other external barriers currently in your company by using
e-procurement adoption? What are these barriers?

 Technology barriers

- What are the e-procurement technology barriers with e-procurement solution in
your company currently?

 E-procurement process barriers

- What are the e-procurement process barriers in your company currently? ( such
as risks of online transactions’ security, distrust of e-procurement users.)

- What is the most serious barriers in your company by e-procurement adoption
among these? Except these, is there any other barriers? Why?

 General question

- Is there any other contents you would like to add to this topic?


